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Split Vote
Fiscal Court Magistrates
Okay High Bid On Trucks
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway County Fiscal Court
magistrates, _by a 3-L margin, have
• voted to spend $27,777 for two dump
trucks even though the bid on the trucks




Professor Harold Hill, "The Music
Man," will bring his fast talk and sly
schemes to Murray State's Carman
Pavilion for two final nights this
Friday and Saturday, November 17 and
18.
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will present the
broadway musical beginning at 8:00
p.m. across from Calloway County
High School.
"We had a large and enthusiastic
audience last Friday," said Linda
Begley, Production Manager. "The
play will be great fun for the whole
family, and we urge. everyone to come
out," added Janice Austin, one of the
cast members.
"rickets are $2.50 for general ad-
mission, $2.00 for students, and $1.50 for
eilildren under 12 and senior citizens.
Groups of 20 or more may get a
discount by calling 759-1752 by noon of







GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Richard Lewis, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for lieutenant
governor, used 'a fund-raising rally at
Kentucky Dam Village as a forum to
announce his platform.
Lewis, a former state legislator and
former chief executive ofMer in the-
Carroll administration, told some 800
persons attending the rally Tuesday
night that the state should have a
personal income tax structure that
recognizes the burden of inflation and.
eliminates windfalls to the state that
can result from federal tax cuts.
Lewis has asked Gov. Julian Carroll
to call a special session of the General
Assembly to alter state tax laws to
allow Kentuckians to take advantage of
federal tax cuts approved by the 95th
Congress.
The Benton attorney called for
elimination of sales taxes on utilities
and for elimination of the state
property tax.
Lewis also called on the Legislature
to review policies relating to utility
rates and regulations; a
"rededication" to the education
system, and a commitment to
rebuilding rural roads. He also said he
would be responsive to" the needs of
senior citizens.
Meanwhile, Democratic guber-
natorial hopeful George Atkins told
some 280 persons at Prestonsburg that
in the last five days, his campaign
raised more than $60,000 in fund-raising
rallies at Hopkinsville, Louisville and in
eastern Kentucky.
An aide estimated that Atkins'
campaign raised about $24,000 at the
$50-a-plate dinner Tuesday night at
Jenny Wiley State Park.
Magistrates Dan Bazzell, Gil Hopson
and Billy Erwtn voted to go with a bid
some $1,167 higher than the apparent
low bid among three opened in a fiscal
court session Tuesday afternoon.
Magistrate Tommy Bogard voted
against the measure.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller told The Murray Ledger & Times
today that he could see no apparent
difference in the bids, which came from
Parker Ford, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
and Trucks, Trailers and Buses, all of
Murray. •
Parker Ford had the lowest bid —
$26,609, followed by Trucks, Trailers
and Buses with $26,676 and Dwain
Taylor with a $27,777 bid.
The newspaper obtained copies of the
letters from each of the bidders. None
of the letters point out any variations
from the original specifications
published earlier. Although a bidder
with Trucks, Trailers and Buses said he
has an International model truck that
will meet specifications with the ex-
ception of axle differences for $14,577.
Bazzell, who made the motion to go
with the higher bid, said today,"It is the
option of the court to buy what they
consider to be the cheapest and best
bid. The Chevrolet bid was only $583
(per vehicle) more if I remember
correctly. We have bought all Fords in _
the past and I wonld like to ti*
Chevrolets. We have a lcit of main-
tenance of these vehicles and want to
see if Chevrolets will work better.. .1
don't want to put down Parker Ford or
anything like that."
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today the magistrates "are
required to accept the lowest and best
bid. If they don't accept the lowest, then
they assume the burden of explaining
why." The county attorney said that if
any one of the two other bidders were to
sue the county over the bid taking "we
would have to show reasons germane to
the issue for accepting the higher bid."
Miller told the magistrates Tuesday
afternoon they should be prepared to
explain their action when asked. Miller
said today "the law doesn't limit you
from taking a higher bid but you must
be ready to defand the -taking Of that -
Hopson said in the 'session Tuesday
afternoon that magistrates have ac-
cepted Parker Ford bids in the past He
said he wanted "to spread it (bid let-
ting) around a little."
Bogard said the county road
department has "kept Fords on the
road all summer" with no apparent
problem.
John Parker of Parker Ford in
Murray said today,"Why did they ask
for bids in the first place? I think they
should either accept the lowest bid or
throw them out and not accept anything
at all...It's not fair." Parker ad-
ded,"It's irrelevant of whether they
bought mine or not. The idea is that
they're spending $1,100 of _taxpayers'
money when there wasn't a need in it..1
want to see an explanation to the tax-
payers."
Miller said he used specifications the
state uses in bidding for the larger
dump trucks. The trucks bid weight
27,500 pounds with a four cubic yard
body and hoist.
Road Choices
In other action from the Tuesday
fiscal court session, Kentucky
Department of Transportation, Bureau
of Highways, officials and magistrates
both have a list of roads they would like
to see paved next year under the state's
Rural Secondary program. The catch
— both lists are different •
Using a total estimated allotment of
$370,105, state officials soy they want to
pave KY 783 from KY 121 north to KY
464 and KY 1828 from KY 783 to U.S. 641.
Magistrates came up with a list of
roads they would like to see paved
under the program — Murray to
Wadesboro Road, Forrest Coleman
Road, the Steely Road (also called the
See FISCAL COURT,
Page 16-A, Column 7
TO MOVE DEPOT — Workers Roy Hubbs and Bill Griggs-with-M. C. Ruggles Company_orMaisivall County are
shown here preparing to cut a section of the old 1. & N Depot located off Main Street in Murray. Ruggles' crew will
cut the old structure intot three parts and move it to the new Murray-Calloway County Park The building will be
used for a variety of community activities, parks board members say.
Park Board Members Hear
Report On MovingOf L & N Depot
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray-Calloway County Park
Board heard a report Tuesday night
from Gary Hohman, park directcr„ on
the moving of the old L&N Railroad
Depot from its present location on
Railroad Avenue to the new city-county
park.
Hohman said that M. C. Ruggles
Moving Co. of Benton contracted for
$7,000, funded by a matching grant, to
have the structure moved by Nov. 30.
The company was to disassemble the
37-by-200 foot depot in three sections
and set it on the new location so as to
facilitate reassembling.
Carroll Hubbard To GivePrincipal,
ddress At Wells Rededication
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard will be
back in his home district Saturday,
Nov. 18, to deliver the principal address
at rededication ceremonies for Murray
State University's historic and
renovated Wells Han
Hubbard, who was unopposed in the
recent generatelection for his third
term in Congress from Kentucky's
First District, was born at the old
Mason Memorial Hospital in 1937 while
his father was pastor of Memorial
Baptist Church in Murray, where he
served for seven years.
(A full page feature on Wells Hall
appears on Page 1-B of today's
newspaper.
This will be the second time within a
month that the Congressman has
played a leading role in a major
Murray State event, having served Oct.
11 as grand marshall of its
Homecoming parade. He also revealed
during the day that he will officially
announce his candidacy Dec. 11 for the
Democratic nomination for governor in
next May's primary election.
Hubbard, who lives in Mayfield, has
several ties with the university in ad-
dition to his Murray birth. Both his
parents are West Kentuckians and are
graduates of Murray State. Hil father,
Dr. Carroll Hubbard, Sr., of Louisville,
is a native of Shady Grove in Crittenden
County and a 1936 graduate. His
mother, the former Addie Beth Shelton
of Milburn in Carlisle County, is a 1935
graduate.
His wife, the former Joyce Lynn Hall
of Metropolis, III., is a 1967 alumna of
Murray State, was a former Miss
Paducah and a third runnerup in the
Miss Kentucky Pageant. They have two
daughters, Kelly, 8, and Krista, 5.
The rededication program, signifying
the conversion of the 53-year-old former
girls' dormitory into a modern office
building, will begin at 9:15 a.m. with an
open house period during which the
See  
Page I6-A, Column 7
Dr. Carlin Named Association Head
Dr. James B. Carlin, professor of
elementary education in the Depart-
ments of Instruction and Learning and
Special Education at Murray State
University, has been elected president-
elect of the Kentucky Asaociatipn of
Childhood Education International
(ACE!).
He was elected at a state ACEI
meeting at Murray State on Friday and
Saturday. The campus branch of ACEI
served as the host for the conference.
Carlin is a co-
sponsor of the cam-
pus ACE!, along
with June Warden
• Smith. His articles
have appeared in
professional journ-
als, and he is the
author of the book
"Vowel Word At-
tack: 4 Step Carlin
Process," a handbook containing a
technique developed by him in reading
instruction which aids the reader in
unlocking words which dyffot conform
to well-known phonic generalizations.
Other officers elected to the state
organization include: Mrs. Renee
Adams, Paducah, vice-president of
adolescence; Mrs. Patsy Crady,
Owensboro, treasurer; Dr. Al Morris,
professor at Eastern Kentucky
University at Richmond, ACE! in-
terpreter.
He noted that work has begun on
cutting apart the first section and that
concrete has been poured on the future
.site of the depot Hotunan said that he
was checking into the moving of
electric and telephone lines during the
relocation process.
The park director then informed the
board that more than 2,000 applications
for the youth basketball program had
been passed out Friday through local
grade schools and high schools. Nov. 17
is the deadline for receiving the ap-
plications for the new Saturday mor-
ning program which will begin with a
two-week orientation.
Hohman said that the program will
utilize the Murray Middle School
gymnasium and possibly, if need
arises, make use of a county school
gym.
In other action, board members
accepted a proposed budget to be
presented to the city council and the
fiscal court. Board chairman Jean
inside today
Blankenship appointed new com-
mittees, and the board changed their




The opening sale date in Murray of
the one-sucker Type 35 dark air-cured
tobacco will be Dec. 8, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
The next Murray sale will be Dec. 15.
Other sales will be Dec. 7 and Dec. 14 in
Mayfield.
"Murray's average last year- was
$110.19 per hundred pounds of tobacco,
and we expect prices to be comparable
this year," Ellis stated.
The two tobacco warehouses that are
located in Murray are the Growers
Loose Leaf Floor and Farris Loose Leaf
Floor.
Two Sections-24 Pages
Historic Wells Hall on the Murray State University
campus, first dedicated on Nov. 6, 1925, is scheduled for
  rededication -after its on Saturday, Nov.
18. Dr. L. 7.-Hortin, 1VLS'U professor emeritus, tells the
' history surrounding the only building ever to carry the




Periods of rain with a chance of
thunderstorms today, tonight and
Thursday. Cool today with highs
in the upper 40s to mid 508. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 40s.
Warmer Thursday with highs in
the upper 50s to low 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Clearing Friday, fair Saturday
and increasing cloudiness Sun-
day. Early morning lows will be
in the mid 30s to mid 40s Friday.
today's index








Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 6-A
Sports 11-A, 12-A, 13-A
SUPPORTERS TURN OUT FOR LEWIS — Some 800 supporters of Richard Lewis, candidate for Kentucky It. gover-nor, attended a fund raising rally at Kentucky Dam Village State Park Tuesday evening. Lewis, a graduate of Mun-avState University. was introduced by former MSU president Dr. Harry Sparks (left). Also making comments to the
- a •
throng of supporteia were gubernatorial candidate Ralph Ed Graves (speaking with Lewis, center photo) and
Congressman Carroll Hubbard. who has said he, will formally announce his candidacy for.governor in December. At
right, Lewis is shown as he outlined his platform for those present.
Photo% Bv iennie S. Cordon
• •





Miss Janet Gale Byerly
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie F. Byerly of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Janet Gale, to Phillip Dale Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
P. Allen of Paris, Tenn.
Miss Byerly is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reggis
H. Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Clovis F. Byerly, all of Murray.
Mr. Allen is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Phillips of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Allen of
Whitlock, Tenn.
The bride-elect is presently a senior at Mw-ray State
University where she will receive her Bachelor of Science
Degree in Business Education and English in May of 1979.
The groom-elect is a Construction Engineering major at
Murray State University, and is co-oping with the H. B.
Zachry Company, located in San Antonio, Texas.
The wedding ceremony will take place on Saturday, Dec.
30, at 6 p.m. at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church, Murray,
with the Rev. Ronnie Adams, church pastor, officiating.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and




By Abigail Van Buren
197$ by 01.Cago Tnthene Y News Syntl Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this letter in the hope that you
will print it because my parents read your column daily.
I am 16 (a girl) and have always had a good rapport with
my parents; but there is one major issue on which we
disagree—my privacy. They don't think I'm entitled to any
because of my age and 'ing depsildedf on them. •
lam fairly intelligent and know where my_nead is at and
where I'm going in life. Just recently I found out that my
parents had gone through-my things— including one drawer
which I kept locked.) I left the key out, thinking I could trust
them:) I know they did this because they left a note which
read, "You are too young to smoke grass. (signed) Dad." I ..
also discovered that a pipe was missing.
I have not discussed this with them because I am afraid to
talk to them. I don't do any other kind of drugs and I am not
a "bad" kid.
I feel deprived of my rights and would appreciate your
opinion. Please print this. It's the only way we will get this
out in the open to discuss it.
" HOPEWELL, N.J.
DEAR HOPEWELL: Yes, your privacy has been Invaded
and, morally, you have been deprived of yew rights ...but
legally you are minor and year parents 111141 responsible tar
your welfare and behavior.
I do not approve of parents going through their children's
drawers, so I'm not excusing them, but since they did, and
you father left you a note, consider it an invitation to discuss
the matter.
DEAR ABBY: We know a nice, compatible couple who tell
us that they might come over on the weekend, so we wait
around and wait around, and half the time they don't show. —
They don't have a telephone, so we can't call them to find
out if they're coming or not.
We enjoy their company, but its hard to make plans when
they are so unreliable.
So what do we do?
IZZY FROM PISMO BEACH
DEAR liZY: When this aiee, compatible amtpk toil you
they "might" come over, tell them you "might" be home.
Then do as you please.
DEAR ABBY: My 19-yeiW-old son ran off the other night'
and got married to his 18-year-old girlfriend. .
To beat all. HER mother went with them! She didn't even
have the courage to tell her husband. The children had gone
steady for two years. and since I had discussed the matter
with her mother I was sure she didn't waft an early mar-
riage any more than I did. And now this, with her blessing! I
am so angry•at her I don't know what to do.
I am not going to show my anger because I don't want the
children to start off married life with parents who are mad
at each other, but I'd like to know what you think of this
whole sneaky deal.
--STILL ANGRY'
DEAR STILL: I think it's pretty sneaky. But simmer
down. There may be a little "sequel" to that story
D. yes wish you had more friends? For the secret of
mmulerity, get Abby's sew heeklet: "Bow To Be Populai;
You're Never Too Young or Tee Old." Bead al with • low
oelteddreeeed, eteasped 42$ emits, esvelepo to Abby. 112
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Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Fames Drake  
FOR RELEASE THU RSD A Y ,
NOVEMBER MI, irs
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 20)
Indecision — one
minute this way, one minute
that. It's no time to be pinned
down to a decision.. Do what is
necessary to stall for tune.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't let ambition cause you
to overlook someone lower
down on the ladder,. A slight
could spark the beginning of a




(May 22 to Jane 211
itekit
Your impulsiveness is a
delightful trait — but keep it
under control or you could talk
yourself right into trouble.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 8)
Better days are coming
starting right now. This is an
excellent time to undertake
new activities that promise
business and social success.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. w3)44-21;7:
There just doesn't seem
time to do everything you hope
to accomplish today. Efficient
planning plus your unusual
vitality will get you through.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.31 •
.Keep an eye on money and
avoid tendencies to be
careless with it Don't do
anything extravagant. Avoid
an urge to gamble with big or
small stakes.
LIBRA
i Sept. 24 to Oct. w3)
In moments of need, you
always are, ready and willing
to help those you love. Today
offer a helping hand for no
other reason other than to
show you-cave.
SCORPIO
I(AA 24 to Nov. 22) Me/1F
Your artistic talent should
make this a very creative
day for a bonus, a loving
evening is in your forecast.
SAG MIA IUUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)JeW
If you could get away from
relatives whose problems
weigh you down, you would be
a free spirit. Tonight you need
a break from drudgery.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vs) MI
Today you will hear from
one of the many people who
have your best interests at
heart. Loving vibratiqns
surround you because you are
special.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)—A
Your ability to shrug off
problems comes in handy
Bouncy optimisn will carry a
day that starts off badly.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X
Material things occupy you
today — good clothing, the
right restaurants, a suitable
address, etc. Don't put
overdue emphasis on status
symbols.
YOU BORN TODAY have
something of the ham in your
nature. A born performer, you
are at your best when in the
spotlight. This trait can make
you the life of the party or, if
pursued, could lead you to a
career in TV, radio, the
_theater or films. Marvelously
clever, quick to capitalize on
opportunity, there's little that
can stand in your way if you
polish your talents and take
advantage of every op-
portunity. A gift for
mathematics also suggests
you could rise to the top in
finance or business. Birthdate
of: -Mary Margaret McBride,
alltime popular radio com-
mentator; Eddie Condon, jazz









'Western Kentucky's First and Only
Authentic Italian Restate-ant."
U. S. 45 Hickoiy, Ky..







For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
dieting again, but I am expe-
riencing the same problem
that I have had each time I
change my food intake. I
can't understand why but I
get a terrible breath odor
and an awful taste in my
mouth.
Sometimes it is so annoy-
ing that it causes me to eat
anything available just to
get rid of the taste and odor.
Of course, this goofs up my
diet. Can you explain why
this happens? I have tried
brushing my teeth, but that
seems wily temporary and
lasts just a short tirne.
DEAR READER — Re-
member that when, you
breallhe air out, it comes
from your lungs. If you have
been drinking alcohol, alco-
hol fumes will be in the air
you breathe out, and it will
be a source of the smell of
alcohol on your breath.
Any time your body chem-
istry is disturbed, abnqrnial
chemicals may come out
through the lungs as you
exhale. Brushing your teeth,
using mints or mouthwashes
reality won't solve this prob-
lem because the source of
the odor is your own body
and is coming from your
lungs.
Only when the basic condi-
tion in your body is cor-
reeted will the abnormal
odor go away, and ,stay
away. It's just like a person Freda Humphreys opened
who drinks too much alco- her home for the meeting of
hol. The odor of alcohol will the Oak Grove Baptist Churchleave when his body has %VW held on Tuesday, Oct.completely eliminated the
alcohol. 24, at 7 p.m. The opening
Why would your dieting prayer was by Clara Jean
upset your body chemistry? Paschall,' and the business
I can't say for certain with- was conducted by Becky
out knowing what kind of Mansfield.
diet you are on, but I suspect "The Japanese Woman At
Home, In the Church, and InMrs. Williams Is World" was the theme of
the lesson. The Bible studyProgram Leader At was on "My Faith Faces
Other Faiths—Person to
Women's Meeting Person."
Hilda Evitts read the call to
The. United Methodist prayer, and Freda Hum-
Women of the Cates Camp phreys led in prayer for the
Ground Church met Tuesday,
diets and bad breath
I 110SPITAL NEWS - 1
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
Oct. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church with Mrs. Homer Fred
Williams as the program
leader.
Mrs, Fred French read the
scripture and Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter read a poem. Others
assisting with the program
were Mrs. Keith Letterman,
Mrs. Austelle Crouse, and
Mrs. Marvin Scott.
Following the program,
plans were discussed for the
Thanksgiving program and
supper to be held at the church
on Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 6:30
p.m. The program will follow
at 7:30 p.m. with fhe members
of the Kirksey Church as
special guests and all other
persons invited.
A social period was held
following the prograrn and
--business meeting.
you are on a diet that se-
verely restricts carbohy-
drates. For that reason, I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 2-2, Low Car-
bohydrate Diet Fads, which
explains fully how such diets
can be bed for your body,
and how they can create bad
breath.
Others who want this issue
'can send 50 cents with a
long, %stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Ad-
dress your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radii) City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Certainly, if you are on a
severely restricted carbohy-
drate diet, your body will
need to use increased
amounts of fat, whether
those are fats in your diet or
fats from your body tissue.
In the process, an excess
amount of a chemical called
ketones is produced. Ace-
tone is one example of these,
and it has an odor very much
like alcohol.
Individuals who are on
such diets, and are in a state
of ketosis,- then will go
around breathing out an
alcoholic-like breath. If you
are certain they haven't
been drinking, you can
pretty well pick_ out the per-
son who is on such a severe
Oak
fad diet_
My best advice to - you
would be to follow a sensible
weight control diet that in-
duces a slow weight loss and
is still a balanced diet. That
will prevent upsetting your
body chemistry.
The other point you should
consider is to depend more
on exercise on a long-term
basis to help you lose weight.
You may not lose very much
actual fat tissue each day,
but if you exercise an ade-
quate amount daily for an
entire year, even if we are
talking about just a nice long
walk each day, you will be
surprised how much fat tis-
sue you can eliminate. .
You can find out if your
bad breath is caused by a
lack of carbohydrates in
your diet by going on a diet
that still provides an ade-
quate amount of carbohy-
drates in it. If you can diet
that way without having bad
breath, you will have solved
your problem.
You don't need a low car-
bohydrate diet to lose weight
— you need a low calorie
diet. Any diet that elimi-
nates concentrated Sweets
and starches and fat will
usually fill the bill if you







(Neala),P.O. Bx. 14 Hardin.
Dismissals
Darla Y. Lassiter, P.O. Bs.
35 Hardin, Mrs. Liall 'A.
Courtney and Baby Boy, Rt. I
Sedalia, Mrs. Frankle J
Harrison, 155 Tice Rd.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Ann M
Warren, gt.1 Bs. 31111, Benton,
Mrs. Betty J. Codgell, 706 S.
3rd, Murray, ichard
McCuiston, 1808 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Bret M
Mowery, E-14 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Joyce L. Craig, 6061
Hester Hall, Murray, Martha
S. Covey, 604 Vine, Murray,
Mary H. Sinclair, 1807 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Amy E.
Todd, 1412 A Stadium View
Dr., Murray, Whitney A. Dix.
Rt. 1, Bx. 42, Murray, Rodney
H. Travis, Rt. 8 Valley Rd.
Benton, Mrs. Marilyn G.
Kuntz, 305 Head St. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Brenda K. Oliver,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Karen J. Bonds,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Pauline E.
Jones, 1701 Ryan; Murray,
Mrs. Mary L. Flippo, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Martin
Crowell, Rt. 2, Hazel, Rube V.
Bird, Rt. 2, Bqespanan, Tenn,.
Mrs. Lucille Heath, West View
Nursing Home, Murray, Mine
M. Houser, Rt. 1, Benton,
William E. Moffett -Rt. 5 Bx.
Grove WMU_ olds Meet 1075, Murray, Mrs. Cora S.
Jackson, Bx, 83, Puryear,
missionaries having birthdays Term.
on that date. °
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Humphreys to Becky
Mansfield, Delpha Taylor,
Hilda Evitts, Clara Jean
Paschall, and Beth Hum-
phreys.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 7
p.m. at the home of Clara Jean
Paschall.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bruce Dibble of Hazel has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Women Of Moose Enroll
Candidates At Lodge Meet _
The Women of the *Moose of
Murray Lodge No. 2011 held
its monthly enrollnient
meeting on Thursday, Nov. 2,
at the lodge hall, with two
candidates being enrolled in
the chapter.
They were Christine Cox
and Rita Thorn, in honor of the
Library Committee chairman,
Lynn Bailey, and Rita Starks
as co-chairman.
Mrs. Bailey served refresh-
ments of sandwiches and
chips.
Th,e chapter will meet Nov.
16 at 8 p.m. All members are
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.
)Senior Citizens
 Of Interest 1()
Senior Citizens Take Bus
Trip, Reelfoot Lake Park
Forty-three senior citizens
from Murray and Calloway
County recently took a bus trip
to Reelfoot Lake State Park in
western Tennessee. •
• The morning route took the
group through Fulton and
Hickman with lunch being
served at the Reelfoot Air
Park State Park, located at
the north end of the lake. The
return route was through
Tiptonville, Union City, and
South Fulton, Term.
At Tiptonville the group
toured the Reelfoot Lake
Museum and a gift shop
located at the south end of the
lake.
Senior Citizens making the.






Houston, Ellie Jones, Trudy
Miller, Ella Willoughby,
Louise Dunn, Trilby Cun-
ningham, Opal Warren, Lillie
Miller, Lela Boyd, Bernie
Moorehead, Luther Jones,
Seth Cooper, Aline Fronka,
Estelle Heuer, Pauline Knott,
Myrtle Byrd, Robert Byrd,
Audie Tidwell, Mollie
Cochran, Lore Mayfitld; Luna
Ernestberger, Eugenie
Hopkins, Elizabeth' Puckett,
Maude Woodall, /triune Lou
Tucker, Lowell Palmer, Dixie
Palmer, Hazel Alton, lAila
Albritton, Thyra Crawford,
Nola Chrisman, Rose Outland,
Odell Alton, Miller Sills, and
Mattie Buster.
Area Directors ac-
companying the group were
Nete Burnham, May Denny,
Alma Cooper, and Verona
Grogan.
The Murray Mow Lodge
held its annual Halloween
party for the children on
Sunday. Oct. 29. Games were
played and prizes ,were fur-
nished by the Women of the
Moose. Hotdogs, popcorn, and
cold drinks were served along
with apples and candy.
Balloons were given the
children.
Shane Schroeder and
Jennifer Turner were winners
of the best dressed of the age
seven group. Winners in the
age twelve group were Lynn
Shipley and Jimmy Kelly.
Ham—Reuben Style
Slices of ham belong be
tw.een bread or rolls for sand
wiches—plain or fancy. For a
special treat, make a Ham
Reuben by spreading rye bread
with mustard and topping with
sliced ham, sauerkraut mixed
with a little Thousand Island
dressing and finally Swint
cheese. When broiled us
cheese is melted, flavor
fection results, says the N
al Live Stock and Meat
Bacon's Good Luck .
Bacon is more than a good -
food, some -people think it
brings good luck, says the Na-
tional Live Stock and Meat
Board. A very old custom in
parts of the British Isles calls
for the bride and groom to eat
a slice of bacon on their wed
ding day to prevent any uri







tam eikir irikar ari--rths ariku irifrat
Zi? trt are- trifiiid to announce that
Debbie Shroat, bride-elect ofieff-Boh:-
man has selected their china, pottery
and stainless from our complete bridal
registry.
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Ava Watkins opened her
home for the November 7th
meeting of the Ruth Warren
Group of the Sinking Springs
Baptist Church.
The "Calendar of Prayer"
for missionaries was
presented by Patsy Neale,
with each member taking a
name. Carol Turner led in
prayer for the missionaries,.
Scripture from Isaiah Chapter
43 was read by Mrs. Neale.
Edwinna Bucy was in
charge of the program entitled
The Gospel in Indonesia."
Each member present took a
part, telling about the country,
its people, and the
missionaries living there.
Carolyn Carroll, Mission
Action, reported that the
money collected by the Group
for the St. Jude's Children
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.,
had been turned into the of-
ficials.
A special offering was taken
to buy Christmas gifts for the
girl the group sponsors at
Glendale Children's Home. '
For the November Mission
Action Project the group voted
to invite a group of deaf
members, and their in-
terpreter, from the, First
Baptist Church of Par*,
Tenn., to the morning worship
service of Sinking Springs on
November 19. Lunch will be
served to the guests by the
Ruth Warren Group in the
church fellowship hall after
the service.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Watkins to Edwinna
Bucy, Patsy Neale, Carol
Turner, Judy Smotherman,
Wanda Walker, Nancy
- Bogard, Carolyn Carroll,
Evelyn With, and Linda
Roach.
The next meeting will be a
"Salad Supper" to be held in
the home of Martha Covey on
December 12. Secret Pals will
exchange Christmas gifts and
reveal their identity.
Mrs. Alton Cole is
Hostess For Meet
Of Penny Club
Mrs. Alton Cole opened her
home for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held
on Monday, Oct. 16.
The devotion, prayer, and
roll call were by Mrs. Brent
Butterworth.
Mrs. Violet Johnson gave
the major lesson on" Paint
Problems." Another lesson on
"Understanding Emotional




The next meeting will be
held Nov. 29 at 1 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Butterworth.





Methodist Men will meet at
the First United Methodist
Church at 6:30 p.m.
Rape Crisis program will be
at Mason Hall, Nursing
Building, Murray State, at
4:30 p.m. and at 7 p.m.
Murray Chamber of
Commerce will have its 52nd
annual banquet at the banquet
hall of the University School,
Murray State, at 6:30 p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
will Meet at the First Chrisian
Church at 6 p.m. with Dr.
Farouk Umar speaking on the
Far East.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6 p.m. with Al Lindsey





Church Women will have its
Thanksgiving potluck supper
at the churh. .
Nondenominational Bible
Study will be held at Seton
Center, North 12th Street,
Murray. This is open to the
public and each is asked to
bring a Bible.
Ducks Unlimited will have
its annual banquet at the
Jaycee Civic Center at 6 p.m.
Kappa Haunted House
c-4/- & Karnival
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and song writer from Ctucago,
amd Company, including
Connie Fairchild, will appear
at Murray State University
Student Center at 8 p.m.
i.e Leche League will meet
at the home of Jennifer Heegel
at 7;30 p.m. 'For information
call 759-4878.
"Many Moons" will be
shown by Children's Theatre,
Department of Speech and
Theatre, at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State, at
9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with Roger Mocha as
guest speaker.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
'Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
the annual birthday party.
Women of the Moose will
meet at 8 p.m:at the lodge hall
with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
the Beta Sigma Phi will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Groups of Baptist Young
Women of First Church will
meet as follows: Betty Sledd
BYW with Mrs. Lee Hook at 9
a.m.; Baptist Young women
with Mrs. David Travis at 7
p.m.
TV Documentary On
-Hunger will be shown: on
Kentucky Educational TV at 8
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., work
on bazaar articles or hand
work at 10:30 a.m:, lunch at
noon, and reception for Tripp
Thurman, new execUtive
director, from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
Friday, November 17
Disabled American
Veterans, Chapter 50, will
_ meet at the American*Legion
Hall at 7 p.m.
Baptist Men's Organization
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the Triangle Inn
at 12 noon. .
Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Inez Claxtoh
at 2 p.m.
VFW state service officer
will be at Murray Branch,
Federal Savings and Loan, 7th
and Main Streets, from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Note correction from
Thursday date.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at , Piney
Campground in Land Between
the Lakes with John and Joan
Bowker as wagonmasters. A
hobo stew supper will be





residents are enrolled for the
fall semester at Western
Kentucky University in
Bowling Green. Western's
enrollment for the fall is
13,722, representing an in-
crease over 13,490- enrolled at
the university during the 1977
fall semester. ,
The local students are:
Lezlee Anne Bartholomy,
' Philip McSwain Byrn, Phylis
_Ann Cottrell, Guy Mitchell
Cunningham, David L. Frank
Russell Monroe Fredrick,
Connie Fran Lawson, Gary





Dowell Key Ryan, Dewey Lee
Seigler, Carolyn Elizabeth
Shown, Mike Lee Utley,
Gregory Leonard Vaughn,
Alison Sue Weaver, William




will present a piano recital in
the Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State, at 7 p.m.
"Many Moons" will be
presented for Children's
Theatre by Department of
Speech and Theatre, Murray
State, at Lovett Auditorium,
at 9:30 a m. and 1:30 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Soap Makin' will be shown
at The Homeplace-1850, Land
Between the Lakes, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Senior Citizens will sell
tickets on the "Snowball
Quilt" at the Bank of Murray.
Murray-Calloway County
Community - Theatre will
present "Music Man" at A.
Carman ravillion, Coll
Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
Saturday, November 18
Holiday Bake Sale by
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints will be held
at Roses from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Annual Cluistinas Bazaar
and Bake Sale by the Women's
Missionary Union of Deward's
Chapel Church will be at the
Calloway County Public
• Library starting at 9 a.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
The play, "Many Moons,"
will be presented by
Children's Theatre, Murray
State, at Lovett Auditorium,
at 9130 a.m. end I psn.
Admission is 50 cents or
season ticket.
• Comnemity Theatre will
present "Music Man" at the
Carman Pavillion, College
Farm-Road, at 8 p.m.
Hazel Units of WOW will
have their annual Family
Night meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center. '
All food will be furnished by
the Woodmen units.
Media Appreciation Day
will be held at Murray, State
University starting af 9:30
a.m.
Lady Racers will play
Vanderbilt in op-ening
basketball season at 5:15 p.m.
in Murray State Fieldhouse.
TICKETS ON the above "snowball" quilt will be sold by the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens at the Bank of
Murray on Friday, Nov. 17. On Dec. 1, the tickets will be on
sale at the North Branch of the Peoples Bank, and ea Dec. 4
at the downtown branch of the Peoples Bank. The drawing
for the quilt will be on Saturday morning, Dec. 9, at the
Senior Citizens Bazaar to be held on Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 8 and 9, at the Ellis Center. Proceeds from the quilt
tickets and the bazaar will be used toward the Senior Citizens
van and for supplies for activities at the Ellis Center.
Displaying the quilt are, left to right, Madie Vaughn, Hazel




An initiation, was held at the
meeting of the Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls held on
Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
The degrees of the order
were conferred upon Veronica
West. Lana Lasater, worthy






Thweatt, and Michelle Cook.
Adults present were Joe




The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7
p.m: at the lodge hall, located
on Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road.
Case .s Of Suspected Abuse Or Neglect
Of Adults Investigated By Department
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
Department for Human
Resources has investigated
about 2,500 cases of suspected
abuse or neglect of adults
since the Kentucky Adult
Protection Act went into effect
in June of 1976, protective
services specialist John
Denton told the Institute for
Aging.
The institute, a citizens'
group which advises the
secretary of the Department




Denton required that social
workers confirmed abuse or
neglect in 55 percent of the
case" investigated by the
depirtment. He also reported
that 15 percent of the clients
are women, 60 percent are
over 60 and 85 percent are
white. He described the people
who come to the attention of
the social workers as "frail
and vulnerable elderly people
who need help and who have
no other person willing or able
to provide that help."
Denton told the institute that
in many instances, the person
is impaired to the point that
independent living is "a high
risk. They can't manage their
funds or they forget to pay
bills and lose their utilities.
We've found some cases in
which an adult child is abusing
or exploiting the aged
parent."
A continuing problem for
the protective services social




Denton said that services
which the department can
help a client obtain include
home healthcare, homemaker
services, home delivered
meals and help in moving into
more suitableliving quarters.
Earlier in the day Mrs.
Fannie Dorsey, a retired
schoolteacher who is Chair-
person of the Institute for
Aging, told a geherar session
of the conference that
amendments to the federal
Older Americans Act will
stress advocacy. Mrs. Dorsey
also urged that those who plan
for older people "ask us what
we want. We have a right to be























Sugar & Spice Boutique
Rental Space Available
Call 753-3018 After 5 PM.
•
4.0;7







lilt 9:30-5 M-F 9:00-5 Sat.
The Shoe Shack
yam*,
106 N. 4th •
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MARKETING SCHOLARSHIP — Roger Cammon (right),
an Olney, III., senior at Murray State University, chats
with Dr. William 1. Seale,.chairman of the Department
of Marketing, upon learning that he has been awarded
the 5400 David King Integon Insurance Scholarship for
1978-79. Cammon is the son of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Cam-
mon_(ing„ who has an agency in Murray, supports the
scholarship aWard for marketing students.
Speech-Theatre Group
To Tour New York City
A theatre tour in New York
City last spring proved to be so
successful that the Depart-
ment of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State University is
Mrray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter L. Apperson
Editor R  Gene McC%icheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St..
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by carriers, 82.75 per month,
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County and to Benton, Hardin._Msyfiejt_
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn.. $19.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations.
$35.00 per year.
Member of Associated Plats, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
eor4gri;ledt o rgelical news
',edger &
Times as wetfri:s all oili7a news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
BUSIIIIIS Office ' 753-1916
Classified Advertising 753-1916
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organizing a similar six-day
tour for March 10-15, 1979_
Robert E. Johnson, an
associate professor in the
department, said the trip is
available to anyone interested
in the Broadway theatre.
Highlights will include
tickets to four performances
selected from such shows as
"Annie," "Death-Trap," and
"Crucible of Blood," a
backstage tour of a major
Broadway show, .a seminar
with a leading -.theatre
professional, hotel ac-
commodations at the Edison
Hotel in quad rooms for five
nights, and an orientation to
New York City.
Free periods of time will
also make it possible to see
additional shows or to tour
New York City,.
The entire program, ex-
cluding transportation and
meals, will cost ap-
proximately $145, according to
Johnson,_
Persons interested in the
tour or desiring additional
information may call Robert
E. Johnson in the University
Theatre at 762-4421. In order to
'Semite the:at-re tickets, a non-
refundable deposit of half the





parent 'families by housing
authorities should be banned,





The 4th Annual Stockholders Meeting to
be held at the Calloway County High
School cafeteria, (Tuesday. November





" Colo, P4—flee Of:t tn Cast-
305 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
The Go Ahead People
Rocherd Price, Field Officer Manager
Keys F Keel, Field Representative
. Anita McCallon, Secretory
•
•
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Teacher Says Education
Emphasis Should Be Shifted
More emphasis in edocation
needs to be toward designing
instruction so that motivated
people can move at their own




professor of biology at Purdue
University, said the only
limitation in education should
be the student, not the in-
structional scheme.
On the campus of Murray
State University to deliver two
lectures Monday, the educator
and author said learning
cannot take place until the
notion is overcome that
education is what a teacher
does to a student.
"Real learning is something
done by a student, not to him,"
he explained.
However, he was careful not
to minimize the role played by
teachers in the philosophy of
education he advocates. He
called the teacher "the most
important single ingredient"
in the educational process.
"A teacher can identify that
is worthy of learning, make it
accessible to the student,
motivate the learner, and then
certify that goals have been
accomplished," Postlethwait
noted.
He said educators are
beginning to develop more
know-how about how to make
instruction available to each
student as education is more
fully recognized as a lifelong
process. But the technology
still exists far above. the
ability to use it, he added.
Postlethwait, who
developed the audio-tutorial
format of instruction in the
early 1980s, pointed to the
increasing population and "its
desire to know" as factors that
must be reckoned with by
higher education.
"The average age of the
American citizen will continue
to increase in years to come,"
he continued. "As our society
becomes one of more older
people, we should strive to
find • ways to entice these
lifelong learners to take better
advantage of what we have to
offer."
With more information
available now than ever
before and more ways to get
that information, Postlethwait
-said be considers it healthful
that education is asking itself
how._ ft can cater to the
recreational, intellectual, and
vocatioonl needs of-both old
and young.
As needs are studied, he
noted, the content and thrust
of education may change a
great deal.
In getting into the
multiplicity of approaches
being developed in reaching
out for better. ways of self-
instruction," Postlethwait
said, We may find that we
need a whole new look .at.
learning patterns, at habits,
and at our concepts of what
- real learning is."
Pustlethwait's work as a
teacher has won him several
awards for outstanding
classroom performance,
including the Eastman Kodak
Gold Medal Award and
Standard Oil Best Teacher
Award. He has also received
the Best Teacher Awards
sponsored by the Student
Government at Purdue and by
Sigma Delta Chi at Purdue.
He is the Indiana Academy of
Science Speaker of the Year
for 1978.
.FIRES
NEVIYORK (AP) — Fire in
the United States caused an
estimated loss of 4307 million
in August, down 9.2 percent
from August of 1977, ac-







These two gift containers
say' Happy Holiclays"from you and
Maxwell House Coffee
These Maxwell House"Taste of Home' gift
containers say 'Happy Holidays' two different ways.
Either give the containers by themselves—with
great-tasting Maxwell House Coffee inside. for
a special and personal gift, fill them with home-
baked goodiesshas you c-make from the rm.ipe-,
on the back of each label
The Collection features three different Currier
4 A ORO •••••••••••,....••••••.•
& Ives scenes and a cut-glass-style gift jar. Each one
yours at no extra cost!
To get your gift containers, just buy special
two-pound cans of Maxwell House Ground Coffee
or special 10-oz jars of Maxwell House Instant Coffee
while she supply lasts. Then peel off the —4--labels and there are your lovely gift
containers! ec.._ II•ra I Foods Corpora nal 19711
I Save
• 354, when you buy any size far
of Maxwell House
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NEW YORK i AP) - Time will show
if the administration's anti-inflation
•prograrn was a giant step toward price
moderation, but some professional
observers already think we should view
it as the fniti-of the rope.
As they see it, President Carter has
Lassoed those he thinks are the
troublemakers, labor and
management, but now he can't be sure
the rape won't break. If it does snap,
. then controls would be the next step.
-.
I This, according to the argument -
: one held by various economists,
i business people and union leaders -
would be part of a natural progression
• that begins with jawboning and
proceeds to guidelines.
AFL-CIO President George Meant
dftgruntled with Carter's guidelines,
would even like to proceed directly to
),controls. And surveys indicate a good
s many Americans share his sympathies.
But if you believe in natural
ogression. as expressed in scores of
bank letters, speeches, economist
warnings and the like, controls would
me only as guidelines fail.
The reasoning is twofold:
1. The economy is too large and
iverse to surround with voluntary
uidelines. Enterprising organizations,
bor or management, inevitably will
ggle out of the noose. claiming or
nding exceptions.
2. If the first step occurs, the ad-
" istration might concede defeat.
ore likely, it would seek temporary
thority from Congress to impose
ntrols, with legal penalties assessed
gainst transgressors.
iuns, The -possibilities that the voluntary
. idelines won't work is already
idered high by opponents, who
rm them overly rigid. Nobody likes to
ry it, but many feel that guidelinesust permit some slippage. - •-•
' But still another factor, the political,
iers the . equation. Will ,the, Carters -_
inistr-ation - ease -up- -- son----- the-----
kuidelines or perhaps abolish controls if
it appears the economy is tipping into
recession?
With an election year comincup, that
!possibility has to be considered.
it ecessions shake incumbents and their .«
Party, as Richard Nixon learned w..,
be sought to succeed President ,
Eisenhower.
However, the only indication of what
recession would mean to the guidelines
policy is that given by Alfred Khan, the
antiinflation czar, who has been quoted
as preferring controls to recession.
While that choice is not the one
foreseen by current critics of the
guidelines, it suggests still another way
in which they„could lead to even har-
sher techniques in the alleged search
for economic moderation. '
Conceivably, the administration
could be lucky because, entirely apart
from the Washington efforts, the
economy has shown indications' of
cooling. After four years of expansion,.
it was to be expected.
Meanwhile, even those opposed to
guidelines as unworkable and controls
.as un-Arnerican concede that some
good might yet come from them. Fear
of them, it is said, can do wonders to
undermine inflation psychology.'
That imehology, almost everyone
knows, assumes that prices will con-
tinue to rise, and that to beat the rise
you get your pay raises in advance and
you buy your house and appliances now
instead of later.
That psychology quickly dissipates
under the threat of controls and, in fact,
its opposite takes over that is, the
notion that it might pay to wait.
We shouldn't have to wait long. By
spring the verdicts will be in.
R AF1F11111
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Heartline es a service far senior
-citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Be artline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381.___Yans. will
rereive a prompt repty. but yes must
Include a stamped. Self -arFdr e ssed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTUNE: Will Medicare Part
_"B" _pay_ for immunisation shoten:-
K.L.
No, except when there Is an lsit.
mediate risk, such as a need for anti'
tetanus serum, rabies, etc.
' If you would like more information on
all facets of the Medicare program,
Heartline now has available the 1979
Edition of the Guide to Medicare. To
order, send $2.00 to -Heartline's Guide
to Medicare," 114 East Dayton Si,
'West Alexandria, Ohio 45301-. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I recently retired and
am drawing Social Security.! know my
son, who is 19, will be able to draw
benefits if he goes to college. The rule
nays he will, if he is_a full-time student.
What does this mean? - P.R.
A full-time student is one who is in
attendance at a day or evening course
Moncorrespondencel at an educational
institution and carrying a course load
considered full-time by the institution's
standards and practices. The course of
study must last at least 13 weeks and
the beginning and ending weeks may be
counted as full weeks.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran and I
am due to finish my vocational
rehabilitation program soon Will I
receive any assistance from the
Veteran's Administration upon com-
pletion? - E.D.
Yes, you will Upon being placed in a
-odianititation Mattis. lintnwill-reeeivesin--
two-month lump sum payment of your
subsistance allowance -to assist you
financially. The - ----Veteran's
Administration can also assist you in
finding employment. This assistance
can be provided by your vocational
rehabilitation specialist.
HEARTLINE: I am age 63 and
retired on SOcial. Security. I am two
years cider than my husband. Fie in-
tends to retire in about two years and
dtiw Social Security. We Have two
children drawing dependent children's
benefits now on my account. When my
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will be higher than mine, but mine is
higher than the 'petcéstã'è1 Would --
receive on his as a wife. So, I plan to
continue drawing my own benefits.
However, the children would receive a
higher benefit on his. What I want to
know is if I keep my own benefits, will
the children be able to switch and draw
benefits from my husband's account
when he retires? - R.W.
Yes, if drawing dependent -ehildren's
benefits on his account would give them
a higher benefit, then they would be
able to switch.
HEARTLINE: I am 54 years old and
having serious medical problems. I
have had to miss so many working days
lately that I am considering applying
for Social Security Disability. Could
you tell me what the basic
requirements are? I don't know
anything about it at all. - J.K.
There are four basic. requirements
which must be met to be eligible to
draw SocTaTcurnW
1. You must be "fully insured" .under
Social Security.
2. You Must have at least 20" mearters
of covered earnings under Social
Security in 40 consecutive calendar
quarters ending the quarter in which
your disability began. In other words,
you must have worked five years out of
the 10-year period immediately
preceding your disability.
3. You must have supporting ob-
jective medical evidence showing that
your disability will prevent you from .,
doing any substantial, gainful won't. '
4. Your disability must be expected to
last (or has lasted ) for at least one full
year orsexpeeted to result in death.
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Percy: The
Lesson Of '78
CHICAGO L The lesson of the murky
1978 campaign is being flashed
repeatedly on television screens across
Illinois when Sen. Charles H. percy
appears digging his own grave, paid for
courtesy of Democratic challenger
Alex Seith.
In a tape from the Percy-Seith
debates, the senator declares the
American taxpayer is paying a smaller
percentage of his income in federal
taxes than when Percy was first elected
to the Senate in 1966. "Isn't that
credible?" asks an offstage voice in the
Seith commercial. Not only incredible
butt according to Internal Revenue
Service figures, wrong.
Just such "negative'. advertising--
attacking the other guy - propelled the
anonymous Seith into a stunning lead
over the supposedly unbeatable two'
termer. This is the year when speaking
ill of your opponent is smarter than
saying well of yourself. Beyond tactics,
Chuck Percy's plight shows the im-
mense but largely untapped potential of
the tax revolt.
Ironically, obsessive calls for tax-
cutting composed the 'national blueprint
earnItepublican victory, but it was
DemOtrat Seith who followed(
blueprint. Not until Percy's
_managers __shifted the spotlight_ from
taxes to- Seith's campaign tactics did
the tide turn in the polls, pointing
toward a cliff-hanger. .
Percy, a major figure in his party for .
two decades, was wedded to the time-
tested liberal Republican formula: vote
liberal enough to attract Democratic
support - 13 out of 18 correct votes in
1977 as measured by the liberal.
Americans .for Democratic Action
Capitolideas
I ADA) - and count on a Democratic
foe unacceptable to Republicans. This
year, Percy won endorsements from
the AFL-CIO, the United Auto Workers
and the Illinois branch of the ADA,
while retaining big business support.
Percy was warned early by Doug
Bailey (Deardourff-Balley campaign
consultants) of tax fever in the air. But
Percy is-, a -problem-solving"
Republican not congenial to meatax tax
cits; he delayed publication of a
"Taxpayer's Agenda" brochure, in-
tended to show Percy as a tax-cutter.
Passage of C-atifornials P oponition
13 changed that. Percy called cam-
paign aides the next morning, asking:
"How-'s that taxpayer's agenda darning
along?" He next endorsed the Kemp-
Roth tax reduction bill, but when
meeting - with the super-liberal
Independent Precinct Organization in
August, confided: "There will never be
a Kemp-Roth bill, you know that. It will
never be enacted into law.
Percy's ambivalence seemingly did
not matter. Seith's own Labor' Day poll
put him 30 percentage points behind.
Percy's consultants advised that artless
Seith - abandoned by his party and by
labor - poured in a half-million dollars,
Percy was home free. That sum and
__.more came out of corporation lawyer
teith's and his heiress wife's fortune.
Beginning in mid-September, radio
and television spots began assailing
Percy's record (including his 1975 vote
against ten. William Roth's first tax
---reduction). Seith was so intent on
establishing his fiscal conservative
credentials that he later wondered
whether Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's
endorsement of him had spoiled
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer,
Staff Members Step
Up On Capitol Hill
WASHINGTON (AP) "- More and
more, it looks as though a good way to
become a member of Congress is to
work for one.
- At least eight of the 97 congressional
candidates elected fon the first time on
Nov. 7 had worked on the Capitol Hill
staffs Of senators or representative&
Another, Sen.-elect Paul Tsongas,
Mass., started out as a congressional "
intern. Still another, Repsekect Mike
Barnes, D-Md., worked on the
presidential campaign staff of Sen.
Edmund Muskie, fl-Maine.
And Democrat Tom Daschle, in-
volved in a still-undecided House race
in South Dakota, formerly worked for
Democratic Sen. James Abourezk of
that state.
Because 28 of the 30 former Capitol
Hill staff members already in Congress
will be back, this means there will be at
least 38 lawmakers who have worked lit
some capacity for a member of
Congress or a congressional conunittee
_.svben. the _aext._sessioa---bagias-
January.
In 1963, according to biographical
sketches in the Congressional Direc-
tory, there were 22. That's an increase
of nearly 75 percept in 15 years.
With the election of Democrat
Swift to succeed his former boas, Rep,
Lloyd Meeds, four of the seven House
members from the state of Washington
will he former staff members.
In Swift's opinion, however, the
disadvantages of Capitol Hill staff
experience outweigh the advantages
for a candidate.
"In my judgment the advantage you
• -•,t'•'Ikk-,N1•••1IrqhIIMMOC..r  4000$0•0$0.0r.... Alex."Amorta+Assfixo-srmams-A.,.c..sor
have comes in navvy and know-how, but
the connection is a disadvantage you
have to overcome," he said.
The -other former congressional
staffers in the Washington delegation
are Rep. Don Bonker, who was a
research assistant to former Sen.
Maurine NeubergersD-Ore.; Rep. Tom
Epley, who was assistant, chief clerk
and special counsel of the Senate
Interior Committee, and Rep. Norm
Dicks, who was a legislative assistant
to Seri. Warren G. Magnuson, fl-Wash.
All are Democrats. Altogether, 29 of
the ex-staffer lawmakers are
Democrats and nine are Republicans.
Apparently the only senator-elect
with Capitol Hill staff experience is
Nancy Landon Kassebaum, R-Kan.,
who spent one year on the staff of the
man' she succeeds, Republican- Sen.
James B. Pearson.
Besides Swift, the representatives-
elect who, worked as regular staff
members in congresSional offices are:
any.Cneiho Ft Demacrat_ Who a aec eedn
his old boss, Rep. B.F« Sisk, D-Calif;
Marvin Leath, D-Texas, succeeding
Democratic Rep. W. R. Poage, on whose
staff he served; Dan Mica, a Democrat
who succeeds Rep. Paul Rogers, D-
Fla„ for whom he workedn Pat
Williams, fl-Mont., who was ad-
ministative assistant to Montana
Demonratic Aen. John Melcher when
Melcher was in the Howe; Howard
Wolpe, D-Mich., who,. worked. for
Michigan Sen. Donald Riegle-, a
Democrat; John Hinson, R-Miss.,
administrative assistant .to Republican




Seith's anti-Percy barrage was a
match to the dry timber of disgruntled
Republicans. At a Chicago business_
establishment breakfast for Percy, one
executive greeted us with these words:
"Welcome to the wake." Supposedly a
Percy booster, he was delighted that
-Chuck's finally catching it for playing
the liberal game all these years."
When the Chicago Sun-Times straw
poll showed - Seith ahead in mid-
October, the Percy- camp moved
quickly. Mundane TV spots -applauding
Percy for opposing Vietnam and
Watergate were scrapped in favor of an
unprecedented 30-second mea culpa in
which Percy admitted, "I'm sure I'ye
made my share of mistakes," but
pleaded he had finally gotten the
message.
Percy'i repentance is skin-deep, as
shown in his debate statement
suggesting Americans really *don't get
taxed all that much. In campaigning,
he says nothing about Kemp-Roth.
What enthuses him is not revenue
reduction. itiaevenue sharing,. is
"problem-saving" Republican
initiative.
It was much too late to transforrr
Percy's image. "What we had to do was
to change this from a referendum on
Percy into a look at his opponent," a
Percy manager told us. That became
easier after a Seith radio spat on black
stations outrageously linking Percy's
praise of former Agriculture Secretary
Earl Butz to Butz' infamous racist jokes -
The Percy campaign next bought full-
page newspaper advertisements
reprinting anti-Seith columns in the
Sun-Times by the celebrated Mike,
Royko.
Percy's late rise in the Sun-Times
straw poll indicated the, counterattack
was working. Yet the need for such
expedients is remarkable. The entire
establishment - labor, business,
newspapers - has backed Percy,
whose endorsements run from Ronald
Reagan to the Rev. Jeste Jackson.
While carloads of senators poured in for
Percy, only Lillian Carter came .here
specifically for Seith.
That Seith could even threaten Percy
is testimony to the firepower of both
negative advertising and the tax revolt.
It suggests lost opportunities for 1978,
but points to rich 1980 gains for those
who perceive the public's mood.
Bible Thought
Boaz... said to his reapers, "the Lord
be with you"; and they answered "the
Lord bless the." - Ruth 2:4.
How many labor disputes would we
have if employers and erimloyees
greeted each other this wal every
morning?
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcoined
—antLenceuragesinAlLietters must be 
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
doolniespai:ed 'whenever_ possible
and should" on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or teject„ any letter and -
limit feequenn writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger Is
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42011.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Mayor Holmes Ellis last night
reported to the City Council in the
regular meeting that he has prepared
for an emergency in the event it
becomes necessary to operate the Fire
Department without the services of the
regular city firemen.
The deed for the purchase of the
44-.770 acres of land on South 18th Street
by the Board of education of the
Murray Independent School District
from Mrs. Mabel G. Pullen has been
recorded in the office of the Calloway
County Court Clerk. The purchase price
is listed as $105,000«
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Beatrice Frye Saare, 77, and Benjamin
Franklin Butler, 63.
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, has accepted an
official invitation to play in the Ninth
National Invitational Sugar Bowl
Junior Tennis Tournament at New
Orleans, La., Dec. 28 to 31.
Births reported include a boy,
Charles David, to Mr. and Mrs. Carol
Martin Rogers on Nov. 11,
Murray State University Rifle Team
won the annual Nicholas J. Walsh
Memorial Invitational Ritle Match at




arta- -Callaway County United-
ears'Ago
Fund Drive has now reached ;19,252.03
in its drive toward a goal of $20,000,
according to Harvey Ellis, Fund Drive
chairman.
The Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education has predicted that
Murray State will have an enrollment
of 3,101 by 1965.
The Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, spoke at the
annual Competitor Relations Program
held by the Murray Rotary Club. He
was introduced by Henry Holton,
program leader.
Eleven seniors at Murray High
School played their final football game
of the season as they beat Trigg County
in mud and rain at Holland Stadium last
night. The seniors are Buddy Farris,
Steve Sanders, Leslie Carraway, Kenny
Farrell, fickle George, Dan Boaz,
Jerry Henry, Joe Bob Brewer, Ted
Sykes, Robert Vaughn, and Ronnie
Chnstoplier, 
Showing at the Varsity Thlatre is
"Beautiful But Dangerous" starring
Gina Lollobrigida.
30 Years Ago
Nov. 19 has been designated as High
School Day at Murray State College,
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president. High School students from
all over-the area are expected to gather
as guests of Murray State.
Deaths reported include Robert R.
Myers, 59.
Lucille Ross has been attending a
three weeks study of nursing care of
polio cases and ways to educate the
Puicatth&ts,Kpickerbacher Hospital,
New York 
Lucille Washburn of Murray has been
enrolled as a member of the class of
Nursing, 
1 atth ,oGtlillesnveirael. Hospital School of
Rex Alexander, senior at Murray
State College, has been elected as
captain, of  the Thoroughbreds
Basketball Team for 1948-49.
Roosevelt Mathis was honored at a
dinner on his 47th birthday on Nov. 14.
Today n History• I
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 15, the
319th day of 1978. There are 46 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, the Articles of
Confederation were approved by the
American Continental' Congress.
document was the law of the land until
the Constitution went into effect.
On this date:
In 1492, Christopher Columbus noted
in-his journal the use of tobacco among
the Indians. It was the first recorded
reference to tobacco.
In 1805, the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition reached the mouth of the
Columbia River on the Pacific Coast
after a long trek across the West.
In 1864, Atlanta was burned by Union
forces under Gen. William Sherman.
In 1889, the' Republic of Brazil was
founded.
In 1969, a quarter of a million
protestors against the Vietnam War
staged a peaceful demonstration in
Washington.
In 1976, the Syrian army took full
control of Beira, in effect ending the 19-
month civil war in Lebanon.
Ten years ago: U.S. Roman Catholic
bishops approved a compromise
statement condemning artificial birth
control but declared that married
ceuples-prs,ticbirit-would- pet- be eat
off from the Catholic Church.
Five years ago: Israel and Egypt
began an exchange of prisoners of war.
One year ago: Israel sent a formal
in-V nation to President Anwar Sadat of
trtIsratoelVii Psiat"rjlieartiMmenite."1 
and address
• Today's birthdays: Diplomat Averell
Harriman is 87 yeats old. Singer Petula
Clark is 44. Sen. Howard Baker, R-
Tenn., is 53. '
Thought for today: Youth is a won-
derfal thing. What a crime to waste it
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Miss Milward To Vie
For Christmas Seal Title
Susan Milward, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Robert E.
Milward of Lexington and
niece of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Simmons Jr. of Murray, is
among IT-contestants vying
for the 1978 "Miss Christmas
Susan Milward
Seal" title.
Miss Milward, a University
of Kentucky coed, represents
Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority.
The annual contest. is
sponsored by the Kentucky
Lung Association's Blue Grass
Regional Office as part of its
annual fund drive. Votes for
contestants must be in "the-
form of a contribution to the
Kentucky Lung Association,
617 Delzan Place, Lexington,
Ky. 40503, at $1 per vote. Such
votes must be received by
Dec. 9.
Funds raised by the
Christmas Seal campaign are
the main support of the Lung
Association activities such as
community health education,
research, air conservation,
health care planning and
coordination, patient
assistance, pulmonary





Men In Belj County
FRAKES, Ky. (AP) -
Autopsies have been com-
pleted on the bodies of two
men found shot to death
Monday in Bell County and
more laboratory analysis is
scheduled, according to state
Pathologist George Nichols
Jr. _
"There's nothing new in. It,
but additional laboratory
analysis will be carried out,"
Nichols said Tuesday after the
autopsies. -
He said the bodies of the two
men, Verlin Ray Jones, 22, of
Ghenoa and Gerry A. Speaks,
26, of Middlesboro have been
released to the Bell County
coroner. - - • - -
The bodies were found in a
wooded area about six miles
north of the Frakes com-
munity. Officers said both had
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AUCTION ITEMS - Reda Overby of Overby Honda is seated on the Honda All
Terrain Cycle 110 that will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited annual fund-raising
banquet to be held Thursday at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Center. Bill Rouse
of Ducks Unlimited, an international wildlife conservation organization7is pictured on
the left and Bob Overby, owner of Overby Honda, is on the right. This is the third year
that Overby Honda, in cooperation with American Honda Motor Co! of Gardena,
Calif., has donated a cycle to the DU auction. The AHMC assists Ducks Unlimited on a
national basis through its local dealers. In the bottom picture, David Graham of Scott's
Drugs, left, holds one of the four numbered wildlife- prints by R. J. McDonald (hat
Scott's has donated to be auctioned. Puctured with Graham is Bill Rouse. Banquet
tickets are still available at the Bank of Murray, Hopktnsville Federal Savings and Loan,
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods, Big Mac's Sporting Goods, Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods,
Slack's Decorating, King Insurance or by contacting any member of Ducks Uidimiteal.
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(AP) - A Letcher flaunty
man has been indicted by a
federal grand jury on tax
charges, according to the
office of U.S. Attorney Patrick
Molloy.
In a press release Tuesday,
Molloy said Martin Joe
Adams, 30, of Blackey, was
indicted Monday on two
counts of allegedly filing false
corporation tax returns of
Daca Corp. for 1973 and 1974
and on one count of alleged
evasion of corporation income
taxes for 1974.
Adams was arrested
Tuesday after a bench
warrant was issued by. U.S.
District Judge H. David
Herniansdorfer, the release
said. = -
After his arrest, Adams
appeared before a magistrate
at London and was released on
$8,000 bond. His arraignment
is scheduled Nov. 24.
MUSICAL SNAKES
TRURO, England (AP) -
Pet shop owner Paul Roberts
.400thes 200 deadly snakes in
his store by playing music to
them, he says.
They can't hear," Roberts









for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
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D.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT. 247-7710
OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM- 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM. 8 PM
•
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KKK Men Indicted In Louisville
PAGE o-A flit
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API
Three men allegedly linked,16
an offshoot of the Ku/lasts
- Klan in Paducah ti3we been
indicted by a federal grand
jury here on charges of con-
spiring to 4estroy property by
• the use, of explosives and
firebprtibs.
Tuesday's action marked
another step by law en-
forcement agencies against a
group that the indictment said
was named the !' Death Klan."
Two black leaders said
Tuesday that a firebombing
and a shooting earlier this
year in the Paducah area had
created fear among blacks
there.
One of the leaders, Marie
Broady, president of the
Paducah chapter of the
National Association .for the
Advancement of Colored
People, said that after the





this weelk only (Thru Sat. Ploy. 18)
at
PADUCAH
'Paducah Dry Open Daik 9 40-5, Fr-say til 830
Use your convenient Paducah Dry Charge. MasteiCtsarge or Visa





Offer expires Sat Nov. 18-, .1978
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
PADUCAH- DRY
Murray Ledger & Tunes
ONE DOLLAR
SIMI
111 fired a shotgun into the home.
_211 wounding two women;.____
talking about arming them-
selves for protection.
The three men indicted, all
of Paducah, were Ralph David
Morgan, 27; Bradley A.
Russian, 23; and Gary Allen
Oberheim, 23. '
Federal officials said
Oberheim and Russian were
in jail while Morgan was at
large. Arraignment was
scheduled today before a U.S.
magistrate inPaducah.
The indictment said that
Morgan told an undercover
federal agent that he was the
"exalted cyclops" for the
Death Klan in Paducah and
also for a fivestate area:
Kentucky, Indiana, Ten-
nessee, Illinois and Missouri.
Morgan told the agent that
his Klan "would use whatever
force and violence, up to and
including death, to, stop in-
terracial relationships," the
indictment said.
Mark Bryant, . the com-
monwealth's attorney for the
Paducah area, estimated
Tuesday that the Death Klan
had at most 20 or 25 members.
The federal charges alleged
that last May the three
defendants discussed a plan to
destroy the home of the Rev.
Prince Hatchett, who was then
president of the Paducah
chapter of the NAACP..
Morgan, Oberheim and a
third man, listed as an
unindicted co-conspirator,
then drove to Hatchett's home
-where two incendiary
devices were ignited and
thrown at the residence," the
indictment alleged.
The federal indictment also
alleged that Russian and
another unindicted co-
conspirator drove to a rural
residence and the second man
1
I MORGAN SHOW. - NEW YORK (AP) — The
• Morgan Library, which saYs it
1 . owns the most extensive and
. beautifully selected series of
▪ medieval and renaissan
illuminated manuscripts on69 a
. the American continent, will
: I show some of the most out-
standing examples through
on • Ili NMI III. Dec. 3
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'The best of powder
and the best of liquid
,NovIs your chance to save 20C
on Fresh Start —the revolutionary •
detergent that combines the best dirt
and stain fighting ingredients of -
powders with the best grease fighting
ingredient of liquids in one.
Fresh Start's not a liquid and not
an ordinary powder, but a highly
in one.
concentrated granular detergent.
Just a quarter cup cleans your whole
wash, with its dirt and grease and many
common stains. No detergent is more
effective on more soils.
Get the best of powders, the
best of liquids, and one of the best
of values: Fresh Start for 20C less.
--------- 
MO 1E11 ONO INN MINI OM OM
20t Off on Fresh Start®
Any size of Fresh Start- DETERGENT--ivoireccuarael GoodoillTiest, Start laundry detergent Any corner use const.tutes fraudROTICE TO THE DEALER: You are authorized to act as our agent tor the redempt loon of th.sCoupOnaccordanc vitthe the terms thereof We will reimburse you for Out lace amount of she coupon. or if thecoupon taus Apr fraggoods. we will reunburSa you to, such tree epodis. plus Stew coupon for handlingOtovtditid you and, the COrlsurner hays cornpl red-with the.terters of this offer Presentat on for rectstmpliocwithout such compliance coast lutes fraud invoices provinj purchase of sufficrent stuot_of pig grencgs.lereenier coupons twartentatt fOr ,gnaMptiitin iWiikf be Ploiern upon reined and feature to do so won at ow0ptionk.c.C1 NI Coupons submitted tor redernpbon tor wench such proof ts 604 shown Thrs coupon es nottransferable and good only on Wands/ speCilied Coupons will not be honored and wilt be void if preSe7ted throut 7lutsekrho,agencoes. broker4 or offrs who are,ner rye!' ci,strobutors of our rnerchars&se-un egowbood,c1 y us to present coupons 10, Otionb.Consumer  p. 
ivmusf pzuplymsales
rmr,edempt on or mad tit ....Eastihnon.seiel4oilanji IT Dos 1799, ouovrtile, Ky 40701
rapwrect purchase 'ono* he must redeem coupons WI sr-co/dance eon our offer to get it's morley-baCknos, us Coupons are good only on the product designated in the coupon Any other use constitutesyr., part and the Peeler%
MOM' Do not .,it your dealer to redeem coupons unless you has,* made the
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1 Wisk Liquid -.Detergent
MlnuteMaidlemonade
Crystals
F F v Flavored
Crackers
Aunt Jemima



















Facial Tissue ,50c, 2/89`
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COUPON COUPON . CC09584100COUPON. Limit I Per Family
Limit I Per Family —
09584200
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
-COUPON



















8oz 48' 4 Sib bagExpires I I 22 78




Gaol Only At Storey's
1 lb bowl
Expires II 22 78
Good Only At Storey's
50 It fi094
Expires 11-22 .'5
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Every Day Low Prices
Compare Our-Low Sheff Prices 
We Will Be Open Thanksgiving
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
*These Prices Are Good
Nov. 15 thru Nov. 22
All Your Thanksgiving Needs
At Holiday Prices
We have plenty of Swift Butterhall turkeys, ducks, fresh hens,
turkey breast, turkey roast, bone-in and boneless, hams, and










16 lbs. & up
Lb.
Swift Butterball
Turkeys 12 to 14 99
Fully Cooked Shank Portion
Ham





























Lima 1 Per 1 ,2, 1
Dow
COUPON
Limit I. Per Family
COUPON
Limit I_ Per Family-
Dial ----------
COUPON.






Good Only Al staffs
Gold Soap
$1tam uze 3/ II
Expires 11-22-78







Good Only At Storey's
. Margarine _
I lb qt 78 '
Expires 11 22 78

















For 6 to 8
12-14 lb. Average Turkey
3 lb. Dressing
1 lb. Cranberry Sauce
1 qt. Gravy
1 Doz. Rolls Order By Nov. 21st.
Harr & Cheese
Sandwich 99'
Potato Salad ib 89'
Our Deli Will Serve
Thanksgiving Dinner





Limit 2 Per Customer
With 57.50 Additional Order
































Queen of Scot Cut
Corn
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Sharp tuily-steeve -tops
with cowl or V-necks
in -1-0011, brushed aory-i-






Choose the lavish set with
pile trim or the short-sleev-
ed set with stitched yoke.: 11111P





















. Shape set 65/35 poly-
ester/cotton. Si2es 38-




and insole - Springy
bottom. Completely
machine washable.














Split suede sweater jackets in various
styles, with knit sleeves and back.




Solid long-sleeve tops with
kbyhole neck, shirred and
embroidered smocking at





" No Fault" sanforized indigo den-
im—with 2 scoop and 2 back' pock-
ets, yoke back with "W" on pock-
ets. Regular-Slim 6 to 14.
STUDENT . . . 11.44
Heavy duty foie to
seal in freshness.


















Six-foot cord set with
molded-in cap, on-off
push-thru switch and








Lovely solid colored tier with embroidery type
lace ruffi Machine virestfattEc permanent
press. 65% Dacron pplyester-35% Rayon. Gold,
Green, Brown and Rust.
FOG LIGHT SET
7 Complete quartz halo-
















4-6x • • • . 5.97.
Cozy velour - warm-


















lion with steel shank.
nitrRITOTI=VRIM Tubber guts.






Plated silver-bright on heavy gauge solid
metal. It never needs polishing; just wash





Choose'40-count 83/4" lunch plates or 36-
count 9.3/8" compartment plates. Plasti-
sized for hot or cold foods.
MODEL 310
American made automotive electronic
tal clock; featwing slim profile and







The new small and—light,
all-purpose work center for
people who already have a
workbench. Also great for







Open toe cotton terry up-
pers and insole. Cushioned
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Gottfried Vows To Alter
Murray's 27-Year Record
Murray State assistant football coach Bill Baldridge with Bruce Martin (79), Jeff Gardner (71) and David Reagan during last
Saturday's 35-14 loss to Eastern Illinois. Staff photo_by Ton). Wikon
Liberated Females




Parents, does your school-age
daughter insist on going down
to the corner lot and.
roughhousing it in football
with the boys?
Does she swing on the
backyard clothesline or leave
fingerprints when she jumps
up to touch the ceiling?
Does she want to carry her
comb in the hip pocket of her
jeans and yank it out to comb
her hair the way John
Havlicek of the Celtics used to
dolt?
Don't despair. Don't go
whispering in alarm in the
corners. Drop that telephone
— no need to eall the shrink.
Your daughter is perfectly
normal. More than that, she is
an example of the new
liberated woman.
-The athletic girl today is
the All-American Woman,"
insists one of the country's
leading women's sports ad-
ministrators. "She is begin-
ning to realize where she is in
modern society and what she
is. She is gaining in maturity
and self-esteem.
"There no longer is any
need to feel embarrassment
over being a tomboy. There
was a time, not so many years
ago, that a girl might be
viewed as strange or a kook if
she sought to get into com-
petitive team sports..
"No more. Times have
changed."
Pain, Parsons, assistant
athletic director and women's
basketball coach at the
University of South Carolina,
painted the developing picture
of the active, competitive,
sports-minded female earlier
this week before a panel of
Atlantic Coast Conference
sports editors.
Some 40 newsmen from four
states gathered to probe into
the problems of closed locker
rooms and the mushrooming
women's program under 'the
government's Title IX calling
for equal treatment of men
and women in campus
athletics. They got Pam.
Pam Parsons is a perky, 30-
- year-old graduate of Brigham
Young University who has
been one of the moving forces
behind the rapid growth of
women's, intercollegiate
basketball and erasure of the
stigma that for years tainted,
women involved in team
sports.
"I have had a hard time of it
all my life," the slender, at-
tractive coach said. "I was a
left-handed, pigeon-toed,
redhaired kid who loved to
participate in sports. I was a
source of embarrassment to
my parents. I never un-
derstood why I was born a
girl. I spent years trying to
figure if it was all wor-
thwhile."
Pam played with the
champion Raytown Piperettes
in the Women's AAU National
Basketball League, returned
to BY11 to get her Masters and
decided to point her career
toward creating a new climate
. for women in sports.
Parsons credited Billie Jean
King and Title DI with helping
to give women !athletes
dignity.
...`Look at the fashion and
glamour magazines today,"
she said. "They no longer
glorify the pale, thin woman in
a slinky gown. They stress the
active, healthy, outdoot
woman."
Celtics Hire Center Cowens To Rescue
Slumping Boston; Beard A Knick Again
By The Associated Press
BOSTON — At the age of 30
and winner of most major
awards in the National
Basketball --Association,
veteran center Dave Cowens
faces a new challenge as
player-coach of the staggering
Boston Celtics.
"Maybe it will last, maybe it
won't, but I have the con-
fidence," Cowens said
Tuesday after being named to
replace Coach Tom "Satch"
Sanders.
With the Celtics off to a 2-12
start this season, new owner
John Y. Brown and president
and general manager Red
Auerbach decided a coaching
change was necessary.
However, the choice of their
star center as player-coach
was a shocker.
Cowens, the NBA's co-
rookie of the year in 1971 and
most valuable player in 1973,
said he was flattered even to
be .conSidered for the job,
adding that, "I never really
envisioned myself as a
coach."
After the Celtics' sixth
consecutive loss Sunday night,
Cowens, an 8-'ear NBA
veteran and leader of two
championship clubs, said:
"Game after game, it seems
like someone is messing with--
my mind. I keep trying to.
come up with some answers:
Even when I find them, they
obviously don't solve our
problems."
Less than 24 hours later, he
was offered the job' by Brown
and Auerbach. He talked
things over at home with his
wife, then accepted the dual,
role.
"His intensity and,the way
he motivates team members
will be an asset," said
Auerbach, who spurned
reports that, at 60, he might
consider returning to the
Boston bench. "I want to
makeone thing clear: He's the
coach. I won't be interfering. I
won't be a crutch.
"We're not going, to win
because of my smarts,"
Cowens said. "The players
will have to win by getting
together and playing as a
team.
"We're going to set up rules
and roles. We're going to stop
second-guessing, pay more
attention to details and work
on the fast break. I'm going to
be strict. We're going to have
to cut down on fouls and errors
and play hard defense.
Defense is the only thing that
makes our offense go. Without
proper defense, our offense
will be nothing," Cowens said.
Cowens, who earns a
reported 8300,000 a season on a
multiyear contract, said no
specific period of time was
agreed upon for his services
as playercoach. However, he
'grinned as he added: "It's just
sort of on a permanent basis."
Cowens becomes the





Celtics' 33-year history. When
Auerbach moved into the front
office full time after coaching
nine NBA championship
teams, he picked center Bill
Russell as playercoach.
Russell had two NBA
champions in three years
before retiring.
K.C. Jones and Bob
MacKinnon were retained as
assistant coaches to help
Cowens. Sanders, who played
with the Celtics for 14 years
and became head coach when
Tommy Heinsohn was fired
last January, will remain with
the club as scouting director
and a public relations man.
NEW YORK — Veteran
guard Butch Beard, who quit
the New York Knicks last
month, was named an
assistant coach by the
National Basketball
Association club Tuesday.
Beard, 31, a former
University of Louisville star,
was a nine-year NBA veteran.
He had played in seven games
with the Knicks this season,
scoring 22 points, but left the
team in anger Oct. 28, com-
plaining about the way he was
being used by then-Coach
Willis Reed.
Reed was replaced as coach
of the Knicks last Saturday by
Red Holzman.,
Bench Homers Sweet
By the Associated Press
Cincinnati Reds catcher
Johnny Bench has won so
much candy hitting home runs
during the team's tour of
Japan he joked that he's now
playing for chocolate.
Bench has been nianarnd
"The Candy Man" by
Japanese fans during the tour,
in which he has hit six homers
in the first eight games.
By custom, any player who
hits a home run is rewarded
with 5,000 yen, worth about
$25, and a box of chocolate
bars.
"Some guys are known as
'money' players," Bench
joked. "I've become a
',chocolate' player."
At Nagoya, where Bench,
Mike I,um and Dan Driessen'
hit homers, each was
presented with a bouquera-
flowers as he reached home
plate.
. One thing the 'Reds' power
hitters apreciate is that the
home run distances are
shorter in Japanese stadiums.
They are generally 300 feet or
less at the foul poles and from
380 to 1188 feet In died center
field.
Japanese home run hater
Sadaharu Oh dropped his bat
and was convulsed with
laughter after a blooper pitch
was thrown to him by the
Reds' Pedro Borbon.
At Sandai, where the Reds
played the fourth game al
their exhibition tour, teen-
aged girls,' wearing costumes
similar to U.S. high school
cheerleaders, served as
"batboys."
After each bat was used, it
was taken off the field,
cleaned and polished before it
was returned to the bat rack.
When the home plate um-
pire needed a new supply of
baseballs, one of the girls
would take them to the plate in
a little wicker basket.
There was a different way of
keeping warm at Tokyo's
5 0,0 0 0-seat Korakuen
Stadium. The dugouts have
pits in the floor that contain
charcoal fires for warmth on
chilly nights. The Reds used
them during. rainy weather in
two early games of the series:
AA some point during the shainbletiof
last week's 35-14 drubbing ad-
ministered by Eastern Illinois, Murray
State coach Mike Gottfried came to a
conclusion.
"I decided. no matter how long it
took, we would have a successful
program. That loss only strengthened
my feelings," said Gottfried.
Earlier in the season, Gottfried cited
enthusiasm as a big factor on a football
team — at least on a successful one.
But, during a speech at a local athletic
banquet Monday night, the first-year
Racer coach had altered his opinions a
bit.
"It has to be done gradually, that
enthusiasm," he said. "I at first
thought that it could be forced upon my
players, but now I see it just can't be
that way."
Only ten Murray State teams in the
past 27 years have won six or more
games in a single season. The best
mark in that period came in 1974, when
Bill Furgerson's squad went 9-2. Since
1965, however, every team in the Ohio
Valley Conference has won a league
title except Murray.
-We're going to have to build
gradually. I- kno* it will take time to
build a winning program here, but I
know it can be done," Gottfried said.
This season has been an interesting
one in every respect for an up-and-down
Racer team. It dropped three of its first
four games, bounced back for three
straight victories, but has since lost
three in a row.
"We've played without emotion the
past two weeks," said Gottfried. A
narrow loss to Eastern Kentucky that
preceded the two games Gottfried
speaks of may have triggered the
Racers' tailspin.
Murray dominated the Colonels,
ranked nationally in Division I-AA
polls, in every reSpect — except for the
24-21 score. The Racers owned the lead
and the ball with six minutes left, but
could keep neither.
eMurray Ledger & Times
A loss to Austin Peay followed, then
the drubbing by Eastern Illinois.
Tailback Danny Lee Johnson saw his
Ohio Valley Conference-leading
rushing average dip to 119 yards a
game after a 19-yard performance
against the Panthers.
Tyrus Brown, who usually starts at
tony wilson
sports editor
fullback, missed the game due to an
injury, but freshman Tony Lester filled
in admirably.
Brown, though listed as a senior on
the roster, may have another year of
eligibility left. "We're checking his
status, and he may be able to play next
year," said Gotdried. "But the chances
don't look good for that."
Only the annual dogfight with
Western Kentucky remains (Saturday,
Roy Stewart Stadium, 1:30 p.m.), and
Gottfried hopes his squad will regain its
midseason form.
The Hilltoppers are ranked fifth
nationally in I-AA and need a victory
over the Racers to clinch the OVC title
and strengthen their chances for a post-
season bid.
"This is a big game traditionally, so
I'm hoping it will be enough to get the
players ready," Gottfried said. The
season ends following the game, but
only for the players.
The coaches will hit the recruiting
road with a gleam in their eyes for
junior-college personnel.
"That will be our first wave of
recruting," Gottfried said. "We'll only
have four seniors next year from thi
year's team, so we need the prop.-
balance of upper and lowerclassmer.
Just eight seniors have., seen ex-
tensive duty this year, meaning most of
this seasoa's starters will return -with at
least a year of experience under their,
er, pads.
Since the resigning of the head
football coaching post at Morehead by
Wayne Chapman, Gottfried, who
played football there, has been
harrassed with questions concerning
his interest in the job.
Harrassed once more, he replied: "I
have no interest, none, in that job. My
interests and responsibilities are at
Murray. We have a program to build
here, and that's what I intend to do."
. Aw, cheer up controversy lovers.
You've always got Woody Hayes.
Racer players in OVC statistics:
— Danny Lee Johnson, first, rushing
(118.6); second, scoring (7.2).
— Mike Dickens, second, total offense
(124.8); second, passing (9.6 cpg).
— Ricky Ray, eighth, pasing, (4.1).
— David Thomas, fourth, pass
receiving (3.3).
— Greg King, seventh, pass receiving
(3.1). •
— Jim Dunnaway, fifth, kick scoring
(1.9).
— Bruce Martin, second, tackles and
assists (69, 36).
— Wes Furgerson, sixth, punting
(37.2).
— Jerry Powell, third, interceptions
(3).
— Billy Lewis, fourth, kickoff returns
average (21.1).
Murray as a team:
— fifth in conference standings (14).
— second la total offense (356.7).












On 5-Can Purchase of Bryan Potted Meat
Mr Dealer Send this coupon tan Foods,
Inc , PO Box 12-7057, El Paso, 1exas 79975 cu-id we
will pay you. 25c 'plus Sc handling, provided
naptioniStnade inaaxrdctncewithlemu —
f Coupon is qcod only when redeemed
byyou from a consumer althetirne pUrehas-
ing 5 cans of Bryan POtted Meat Invoice§,
showing your purchase of sufficient stock to
:over all coUpDns redeemed must be shown
upon request Consumer must pay any sales
. taxes Offer void where restricted Cash value
1/20th of IC Valid only on brand specified






.-you buy 5 cans of
" delicious Bryan Potted eat
Then send the labels from -
the 5 cans, along with the other
coupon, and get your choice •
of one of these beautiful •o
rings free from International
Silver Company.
So do something nice fipr
your family Get the lunch time
favorite and save 25c on Byron
Potted Meat. -
Then do something nice for .
yourself and order your
free silver ring today Bryan
FREE SPOON RING
by a ; t
teerfidejersciesign
am enclosng the
labels from live cans
Bryan Fbited Meal
Please send me my
'see silver spoon ring
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season, the Calloway. County
girls basketball team was
unbeatable. With an 11-0
record, the Lakers appeared
to have a legitimate shot at the
first region title.
But center Mina Todd, then
a sophomore, broke an ankle
- one of four serious injuries
that hit the Calloway squad -
and the Lakers lost seven of
their final 11 games to finish'
11-10.
Coach Marianne Davis
won't say how good this year's
team will be, but she does
hope that injuries don't play
as significant a role. Besides
the injury to Todd, Renee
Overbey had knee surgery,
Dawn Redden was recovering
from a cimiliar injury and
Angie Futrell sustained a
broken wrist.
All four are healthy and
back, and Davis hopes her
team stays that way as it
prepares for the season
opener against Wingo.
Thursday night in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
_
"Those injuries just killed
us," said Davis. "Mina
returned in time kr the
tournaments, but she swill
full strength." The Lakers
advanced to the finals of the
first-district tourney before
losing to Murray High and to
the semi-finals of he regionals
before falling to Carlisle
County.
Two starters - Susie Imes
and Felicia Pinner -
graduated. Pinner is currentlr
attending Nevada-Las Vegas





Davis. "But we have some
good kids that I hope will fill in
for them."
Todd, a junior, deprte




Senior guard Rose Ross,
who was named_ to the all-
tournament team during
regional play, returns, as do
seniors Stephanie Wyatt,
Redden; Renee Overbey and
Mimi Winchester.
Juniors back are Todd,
Melissa Miller, Kim Willie.
Penny' Overbey and Mary
Wagoner.
Sophomore returnees are
Angie Futrell, Gene Hoke,
Sherri Miller and Ginger
Coursey. Freshmen are
LaDon Overbey, Mimi Todd,
Rhanda Key, Marci Miller and
Sherry Shipwash.
Davis, who owns a 26-17 two-
year mark, enters her third
season as the Calloway head
coach. "We should be a
moving team, with plenty of
motion," Davis says. "And
we'll try to run as much as
possible."
Following the Wingo,
test, the Lakers are at Hi
man Nov. 20, then return •











































5.5 Fr Calloway County Lakers' Dynamic Dud - Mina Todd (left) And Rose Ross
Pirates Slugger Dave Parker Chosen As National League's Best
By BERT ROSENTHAL '
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Slugging
Dave Parker of the Pittsburgh
Pirates, the National League
batting champion for the past
two years, today was named
winner of the Nt.'s Most
Valuable Player Award for
1978 by a landslide vote.
The menacing left-handed
hitter, who Witted .138 in 1977
and .334 this year, collected 21
of a Possible 24 first-place
votes and a total of 320 points
in balloting by a select




Garvey of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, who did not receive a
firstplace vote, finished
second with 194 votes, edging
shortstop Larry Bowa of the
Philadelphia Phillies. Bowa
collected the. three first-place
votes not accorded to Parker
and amassed 189 points.
The voters, two from each of
the National League's 12
cities, voted for 10 players.
Points were awarded on a 14,
9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 basis.
After Bowa, outfielders took
the next four places, with
Reggie Smith of the Dodgers
Lakers Win 10th Straight;
76ers' Streak Comes To End
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Some streaks go on around
the National Basketball
'Association, others come to an
end. -
The Los Angeles Lakers
extended the longest winning
streak, of the season to 10
games by whipping the
Milwaukee Bucks 137-119
Tuesday night. Meanwhile,
the New Jersey Nets foiled
Philadelphia's bid for a 10th
consecutive victory with a 124-
108 deCision over the 76ers.
Elsewhere. Earl Monroe
ended his 15-game holdout and
provided the emotional im-
petus that led the New York
Knicks past the Denver
Nuggets 106-100; the Indiana
Pacers bowed to the San Diego
Clippers 109-106 for their 23rd
straight loss on the West
Coast; the Washington Bullets
dealt the Cleveland Cavaliers
their fifth loss in a row, 122-
106, and the Portland Trail
Blazers won their seventh in a
row at home, beating the New
Orleans Jazz 123-103.
Lakers 137, Bucks 119
Adrian Dantley hit on 12 of
13 shots from the field and
scored 34 points for the
Lakers, while Kareem Abdul-
Jabber added a season-high 30
points.
Nets 124, 76ers 108
Reserves Eddie Jordan and
Phil Jackson combined for 16
points at the start of the fourth
quarter and Bernard King
scored 37 points to lead New
Jersey over Philadelphia. The
vittory avenged the Nets' 137-
133 double overtime loss to the
76ers last week.
Jordan scored 10 of his 14
points in a 19-6 burst that
broke the game open. Julius
Erving topped Philadelphia
with 25 points.
Knicks 106, Nuggets 100
Monroe received a one-
minute standing ovation from
the Madison Square Garden
crowd of 16,728 when he was
-introduced before the game,
and although he played just 10
minutes, and scored only two
points, his presence - and the
response he drew from the
crowd - gave the-Knicks a big
lift.
Ray Williams scored 26
points and Bob McAdoo added
25 for New York, which led
through nearly all the second
half but did not put the game
away until Toby Knight and
Williams hit baskets in the
final two minutes.
Clippers 109, Pacers 106 -
Kermit Washington scored a
career high 29 points and
Lloyd Free added 26 points as
San Diego snapped a three-
game losing streak by handing
Indiana its fourth loss in a
row. Baskets by Free and
backcourtrnate Randy Smith.
late in the game sealed the
' victory.
Bullets 122, Cavaliers 106
Cleveland dropped its fifth
in-a row and Ilth in the last 12
games as Elvin Hayes scored
26 points for Washington.
Bobby Dandridge 25 and
Kevin Grevey 24. The Bullets
led 57-41 at halftime and by as
many as 20 points in the third
period.
Blazers 123, Jazz 103
Maurice Lucas scored 14 of
his 22 points in the first period
as Portland broke in front 37-
28 and the Jazz never caught
up. Portland gradually
stretched the lead to 97-74
going into the final period.
Rookie Mychal Thompson
added 21 points for the
Blazers.
Turner Prepared For Action
Against Seattle Slew Owners
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE - The
beginning of Seattle Slew's
stud career could be delayed
because of trainer Billy
Turner's feud with the owners
of the 1977 Triple Crown
winner, a published report
said today.
According to a copyrighted
column by Courier-Journal
sports editor Billy Reed,
Turner said Tuesday that, if
the owners don't grant him a
lifetime breeding season to
Slew, he is prepared to take
legal actionto keep Slew from
servicing any mares until a
court can determine the
validity of his claims. -
"In order to lock up the
horse until this case is settled,
I've got to put up collateral,
which is his syndicated stud
value," said Turner, Slew's
first trainer. .
"I would have to get up $12
million, but I 'think I could do
it. I've never done anytbirig
like this before; it's not my
style, but when I fight, I fight
to win.,"
Slew syndicate and president
of Lexington's Spendthrift
Farm, where Slew is
scheduled to begin servicing
mares after Jan. I, the report
said.
agreement, the owners told
him that they had no such
written agreement with
Turner, the newspaper report
said.
According to Combs, the
syndication was arranged in
such a way that, in addition to
the syndicate's 40 shares, one
"privilege to breed" was
granted to a Taylor-Hill
corporation.
Every year, Combs said, the
ownel% would buy that right
from themselves for 1100,0IXT
or so, and then divide that
money among the people who




sburgh Pirates first baseman
Willie Stargell has been voted
The Sporting News 1978
National League Cumeheck
Player of the Year.
Stargell, who received 122 of
the 199 votes cast by the
league's players. batted .203
last season and had 28 home
runs, the publication said.
Turner's aernmentir drew an upon his retirement to stud." Gaylord Perry of the San
angry reply from Brownell But when Combs was Diego Padres was the run-
Combs II, manager of the working out the syndication rierup, with 36; •
If he does that, baby, I'm
down on him with everything
I've .got," Combs said. "I'll
blow him out of the country.
My people have millions and
millions of dollars tied up, and
it's my duty to protect them.
He'd have such a judgment
agaitfst him, he couldn't
breathe."
Last Saturday, an attorney
for Turner served papers on
Slew's owners - Mickey and
Karen Taylor, Dr. Jim and
Sally Hill - at Aqueduct in
New York. Turner alleges that
the owners have reneged on an
oral contract made in October
1975, before Slew's 2-year-old
. seaSOLL
At that time, Turner claims,
the owners promised that,
when Slew's career was over,
Turner would be entitled to 10
per cent of his sales value and
"a breeding season for life
LOUIS (AP) Pitt-
fourth with 164 points,
followed by: Jack Clark of the
San Francisco Giants (107).
1977 MVP George Foster of
the Cincinnati Reds (1041 and
Greg Luzinski of Philadelphia
(481.
Gaylord Perry of the San
Diego Padres, this year's Cy.
Young Award winner, finished
eighth in the MVP balloting
with 45 points. Rounding out
the top 10 were outfielders
Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh
(39) and Dave Winfield of San
Diego (37).
"This is the greatest thing
that ever happened-to me in
my baseball career," said the
elated Parker, the tirst Pit-
tsburgh player to win, the
coveted MVP- award since
Roberto Clemente in 1965. The
only other Pirate player to
receive the honor was shor-
tstop Dick Groat in 1960.
"I'm pinching myself to see
if I'm really awake," said
Parker, who has batted over
.300 each of the last four years.
. In addition to leading the
league in batting, the massive.
6-foot-5, 235-pound Parker
rapped 30 home runs, third
behind Foster's NL high of 40
and Luzinski's 35; drove in 117
runs, second behind Foster's
120; tied for second in triples
with 12, and stole 20 bases.
"It's nice to send a ball out
_of the park, but my purpose in
playing is to give a good
allaround performance and
.liYethepeople _their money's
worth," said the 27-year-old
-Parker.
"My goal for 1979 is to win
the Triple Crown (the batting,
home run and RBI titles),"
added the Pirates' right
fielder. "I got my home run
swing going good this year and
if I can stay healthy next year,
I will shoot for the Triple
Crown. I believe in myself."
Parker was not completely
healthy during the 1978
season. He suffered a broken
left cheekbone in a home plate
collision with catcher John
Stearns of the New York Mets
during a game on June 30.
Surgery was required and
there is a permanent wire in
Parker's jaw.
After the surgery, Parker
was playing again in 16 days.
To protect the injury, he _
sometimes wore a football-
type helmet when he ran the
bases. He Used a football
helmet and a goalie's hockey
mask when he hatted in season. If the club does not
practice. And then he decided sign him - and he insists the
to use the standard baseball signing must occur before the
helmet when he batted in start of the season because "I
games. won't play next season
The broken cheekbone thinking about a new con-
caused Parker ticlall into a tract" - he might be traded
batting slump, his average or he might play out 1979 with
skidding from .315 to .288. But the Pirates and become a free
then he regained his top form agent.
and overcame the batting "I hope it doesn't come to it,
leaders with a late-season but if they do trade me I hope
rampage. it's to a contender," said
Earlier in the season he had Parker, who added that
played with a broken finger. contract negotiations were
"With the fractured finger "going well."
and the broken cheek and Parker reportedly is ear-
doing as much as I have, I'm- ning $200,000 a year under his'
satisfied," Parker said. "And present three-year contract.
that satisfsaction .is the most "I.-don't think I have to
Important thing." prove anything to
- -However, Parker is not- management"... he said. "I
satisfied with his contract, have given them four ex-
which runs through the 1979 cellent years."
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'Take your favorite"AM station with you Has
' handy carrying strap and earphone for private




















Turn the crank and
listen to a musical
tune Mickey pops out of
the box to torn you in the
fun









-Help celebrate Mickey's Birthday with
your own tea party Serves four In-
cludes 4 cups and saucers 4 each
knife, fork and spoCin and tea pot
with lid r;-, 230- 7
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16-in Motor-Cross bike Large
saddle, chrome chopper style ,
front fOrk hi-rise handlebars with moti •
type grips Simulated fuel lank number
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The Flyers, coached by Steve Sammons, emerged as regular-season
But the Rowdies, coached by Richard Butwell, defeated the Flyers 3
ney. Other teams and their coaches were the Rams, Vernon Town;
Kritan; and the Cosmos, Steve Davenport. A girls league will begin in
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Paralyzed From A Broken Neck,
Porter Still A Nebraska Rooter
By the Associated Press
LINCOLN, Neb. — Wat-
ching the "big game" between
Nebraska and Oklahoma
Saturday was a young man
who once played on that same
green turf but will never play
-there again.
Now, every day Is the
biggest game in his life
Another Bubba Hits Grid
Scene; But This One Is
A Michigan Wolverine
By the Associated Press
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — A
dozen year ago one of
Michigan State's football
superstars was defensive end
Bubba Smith.
This year the National
Football League's Detroit
Lions have a star rookie
defensive end in Al "Bubba"
Baker.
It's Michigan's turn to get a





"Bubba" Paris to the Big Ten.
The 6-foot-6, 184-pounder
from DeSales High School in
Louisville, Ky., hadn't played
at all in the previous eight
games.
"We decided- we couldn't
afford to hold this kid oht any
longer," Coach Bo Schem-
bechler said. "He'll play the
next two games."
Paris is listed as the starter
at strongside tackle for
Saturday's big game at home
against conference leader
Purdue. It would be Paris'
second start.
Schembechler said he
couldn't recall if he had ever
started a freshman offensive
lineman. He has said
numerous times that it takes
offensive linenien longer than
anyone to develop and usually
it isn't until their junior year
that they are good enough to
play regularly.
Against Northwestern,
Paris 'lid a good job. He
looked O.K.," Schembechler
said.
Paris did so well, in fact, he
was named the team's
defensive "hustler of the




Paris got his chance the way
many rookies do, because of
someone else's misfortune.
John Arbeznik has a sprained
ankle and tackle John Powers
was moved over to Arbeznik's
left guard spot.
Bill Dufek, touted for two
years as an All-American
prospect but 'hampered by
injuries, is still ailing. Instead
of starting in Powers' spot, he
played behind Pails — while
previous No. 2 man Mike
Leoni was moved -to a sub-
stitute spot at the other tackle
position.
Paris, a. Kentucky All-
Stater, received some prep
All-American mention and
was on a Catholic All
American team. The only
bagger player in Michigan's
freshman group is Ed
Muransky, a 6-7, 275 offensive
tackle from Youngstown,
Ohio.
Muransky has played some,
as has sophomore tackle Dan
Kwiatkowski of Center Line
St. Clement.
Another up-and-claming
offensive lineman is guard
Kurt Becker, a sophomore
from Aurora, Ill. Both he and






defeated Swiss teenager Heinz
Gunthardt 7-5, 6-3 in the first
round of a $173,000 Grand Prix
tennis tournament.
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
— Top-seeded Chris Evert
opened her defense of the
NL MVP Voting
NEW YORK (AP, - Voting for the
1971 National League Most Valuable Play-
er by the Baseball BOHR'S Agemiation of
America. Points based OR 14,1.17.6. 5,-
4. 3, 1, 1:
Payer ..,........ 1..2
2*2
Parker 21 2 1 0 00$410 sso
Garvey 013 1 5 2 0 I 0 194
Bowe 3 3 6 7 3 1 0 0 1 0 119
Rama 0 3 12 3 2 1 0 1 II 164
auk 0 0 0 3 5 5 5 2 2 1_ 1171_,
Feder 0 1 2 4 2 5 0 2 3 2 101
Liaillaid 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 1 4 3 411
Awry 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 1 3 45,
Sterpsll 0000311311 36
Whiled 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 2 4 37
Rose 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 4 1 36
Blue 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 33
Tekulve 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 23
Fingers 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 16
Raton 00 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 15
inPes 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 12
Pffielire 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9





O 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1














Denver 9 6 .600
Kansas C1ty 4 7 .633
Indiana 5 9 .3117
Milwaukee 6 12 .333
Chicago. 2 13 .133
Pacific Divisisa
Seattle 10 2 U3
boa Angeles 11 4 .713
Phoenix 10 5 017
Golden State 9 5 143
Portia:05 9 8 .600
San ,Diego 7 12 .3N
Tuesday's Games
New Yak 106, Denver 100
-New Jersey 114, Philadelphia IN
ItaNW1110111n. Clareland 106
Lee Angeles 177. Milwaukee 119
San Diego 109, Indian...10g
Portland 113, New Orleans 103
Weibeedely's Gasses
Los Angeles at Detrek
Denver at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Washingtoc
Phoenix at San Antonin
Atlanta at Kansas City
CNcego at Houston
New Onsages at Battle
Thilnollby's Gans Pi


































by defeating Regina Mar-
sikova of Czechoslovakia 6-3,
6-4.
ATLANTA (AP) — A 15-
yearold right-handed.pitcher
from the Dominican Republic




who recently returned from a
scouting trip to the Dominican
Republic, said he signed
Alexander Matos, a 6-foot-2,
180-pounder, to attend spring
training with the Braves in
March.
Matos is the youngest player
ever signed by the
organization.
The Philadelphia Phillies
had the youngest signee in
1975, when they put 14-year-
old shortstop Jorge Lebron of
Puerto Rico under contract.
He has since been released.
Later in 1975, the Pinnies
signed 15-year-old outfielder
Orlando Isales of Puerto Rico.





1 Tuesday's Boys Games
Cantle Co 14 Fancy Farm 50
- • Driiissabaro 113 Mublenberg Central V
Farmisigt0n11 Sedalia 71
— Nehmen Co II Loerwi 54
, lwe_Cceaty N Oneida 73
Lewisburg 71 Lyon Co 70
'Livingston Central 44 St. Mary 52
illepkins ID Providence 69




W I. T Pts
AUantst 12 3 2 26
NY Islanders. 9 3 3 21
N Y Rangers 9 3 3 Z1
Philadelphia 7 0 4 18
Smythe Division
Chicago 6 4 4 16
Vancouver 6 10 1 13
St !PUP{ 3 9 4 10
C.olorado 2 11 4 8
Webs Gehring*
AdamieDarkies
Boston 8 3 4 -01
Toronto 7 7 2 16
Buffalo 4 5 5 13
Minnesota 5 7 2 12
Norris Divides
Montreal 10 4 2 72
Loa Angeles 7 7 0 14
Detroit 5 6 4 14
Pittsburgh 3 9 3 9
Washington 3 26 5 9
Tuesday's Games
Washington S. Atlanta 7
Merin% 1, WeirTortr Maiden
Los Angeles 4, St Louis 2
dedueedey's Galore
Chicago at New Tbrk Rangers
Buffalo at Thronte




Toronto at Boston .
St.Loula at Buffalo
Ctdoago at Philidelphia




















Bundled against the cold,
but kept -sratem by the ex-
citement of the game, Budge
Porter tried not to think about
what nught have been had he
not suffered a paralyzing
injury during spring practice
in 1976.
"I. really try not to think
about how I should be out
there playing," he said. "That
defeats the whole purpose
because I want to sit out there
and act like nothing happened
and support my teammates. If
I started thinking about how
badly I want to be out there,
that can get kind of
depressing."
Grosvenor M. Porter III is
known by everyone as
"Budge" Porter. Following
his father and his grandfather,
he was the first third-
generation Cornhusker, and is
still considered the strongest
,cornerback ever to play for
Nebraska. - - -
But football ended for the 23-
year-old Nebraska City native
during a 10-minute scrim-
mage in April 1976. A broken
neck left him immobilized and
in hospitals in Lincoln, Denver
and Omaha for 10 months.
For the past year and a half
he has had his own apartment
in Lincoln and has studied
Business Education at
Nebraska with a full NC/IA
kholarship from his playing
years.
Every Saturday, he can be
seen down on the side of the
field, watching the players he
once practiced with. Last
Saturday, he watched them
defeat top-ranked Oklahoma
and after the game went to the
Nebraska locker room:
There is never the slightest
trace of bitterness or self-pity
in Porter's voice. He defeated
those feelings a long time ago.
"From the outside looking
in, it now looks like I'd be right
out there. The injury kept me
from that," he said. "I wish
more than anything that I
could be out there, but it
makes me happy to see them
doing so well."
He can drive a car now and
walks short distances with the
aid of crutches. He is lifting
weights to regain his strength
and one—day he wants to
abandon the wheelchair and
walk again.
This week, though, he's
making plans for an Orange
Bowl trip with his team.







\NUMBER OFCUPS YOUWANT. '
BATTERY OPERATED. SOUNDS
ALARM EVEN IF HOUSEttOLD








5 ROI L, 40 SQ. FT
WRAPPING PAPER
4 ROLL. 20 SQ. FL.
WRAPPING FOR
champions during Murray Soccer Association play this fall.
-1 in the finals for the championship of a post-season tour-
the Kentucky Kickers, John Pallister; the Marvels, Buddy
the spring. Staff photo by Tony Wasoi
WOO DIESEL FREIGHT




• CO I RIGFJIATOR CAR
• CABOOSE
• IS PIECE SCENIC VILLAGE





















THE PERFECT OVEN FOR
C0U07_E3. SiNGLES OR BUSY
FAMILIF_S COORS ROASTS,
POTATOES, CAKES, DINNERS.











100 TEMPORARY RELIEF OF
AR HRIt1S. SORE ME SCLEIL


































S GOV T GRADED 01040 MET
Cube Steak
S GOVT GRADED 0104CE KEE WHOLE FUT
Boneless Briskets







• [ACM OF THESE ADVERTISED
MIS IS IMISUMED TO DE MAINLY
AVAILABLE FON SALE IN EACH
ASHES ETODE EXCEPT AS
SIECIFIC.ALLY NOTED NI THIS AO IF
WE DO RUN OUT OF AN ADVERTISED
ITEM WE WILL OFFER YOU 100R
CHOICE OF -A CONPAAMILE ITEM.
MIEN AVAILABLE REFLECTING THE
SAM SAVINGS ON A RAM csmit.
WHIG, WILL ENTITLE YOU TO
PURCHASE THE ADVERTISED ITEM
AT THE ADVERTISED PRICE *ITO**
DAYS 
U.S.D.A. GRADED CHOICE LAMB
S GOVT GRADED 0104C1 FRESH
Leg-0 -Lamb
S GOV'T GRADED CHOKE FRESH
Lamb Shoulder
U S GOVT GRADED CNOICII
Lamb Blade Chops 
$ 1 8 9LI




Prices of festive Aro AT cos




















11.11.11.A. MN A INIUY FARMS






Pork Loin  LI$ 1 39
LEAN a TENDER FAMILY PAL
Pork Steak  ill39
11060 11 TIN Pita











U.S.D.A. Grade A Mishima'
BASTED-HEN
TURKEYS









Turkey Drumsticks is 49 4
ALL WHITE NEAT
Turkey Breast Le $ 169
2 11$ 299
MOTE a DARE NEAT CON SO
Turkey Pan Roast
FRESH OCEAN PERCH OR
Haddock Fillets


























AT TOP Of NEXT PAGE
cAUPOINNo Fumy
Bunch Carrots
IOWA ISO RADISMIS OR













1111GNT FLORIST GAOWN s 11KM SOT
Mums























4 ems s 00 Bell Peppers
.....
INCA POT





















Smoked Picnic Li 894
.3CLIAIN$699
MI. TURRET WINNE SONELESS
Turkey Ham Le.$ 1 99
LB. $289
110
Eljo WORTH $2.00 OFF E
























WWI I 210 1411. WATER ADDED
Semi-Boneless Ham  LS 5179
COUNTRY (WI
Canned Ham
t14 eg COST CUTTER COUPON




LET YOUR KROGER DELI DO ITI
Well give you quick, personol serviee!Come mend talk over your needs. Its so simple and so inexpensive
to let us fix up tempting party trays ...even cater entire meals complete with plates and napkins! You'll be
intrigued and delighted with the tremendous variety of food items to choose froM ... sensibly priced and





115 14 OZ GRAVY
1 LB CORNBREAD DRESSING
1 LB CRANBERRY SAUCEosfor$2295
L °Vitae 41














LIT TNE OIL' 00 
rt FOIIT0111
Be you own 
gueit this
Thanksgiving - - order
your dinner irom 
the




















Whelk Wag or Neff
John MorroN
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Aluminum Foil  88' 694
KROGER MITTUMIUI
Pancake Mix  89' 69'
110611
Instant Potatoes. .'.W 99' 79(
BAG











You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout -our stoore. Plus eoch.weekyou'll find cost-cutter weekly-ad specials for' extra savings on grocery items dairy frozen foods, health S.beauty aids, mepis and roduce





















Whole Sweets  1 09
KROGER
Evaporated Milk !Ili 35'























Home. McEwen, Tenn.., with
-faunal to follow in a cemetery
there. The day and time of the
services have not been an-
nounced.
Mr. Patterson, 56, died
Monday at his home in Hazel
Park. Mich. -N,
He is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Virginia Patterson, and
one daughter, Miss Brenda
Marie Patterson, Hazel Park,
Mich; two sons. Tommy of
Coldwater and Marvin of
Hazel Park, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs Shelby Henry, and one
brother. Robert Patterson,
both of McEwen, Tenn.
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Deaths and Funerals 1
Alonzo Costella (Lon)
Jackson, former owner of the
National Hotel, Murray, died
Monday et the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn He Ras 79 years o4-age.'
Mr. Jackson attended school
at Como, Tenn., and at the age
of 19 went to work as a night
clerk at the Caldwell Hotel,
Pans, Term. He worked for a
year in Detroit. Mich., before
returning to the hotel
business He worked at hotels
in Humboldt, Tenn., Cairo,.
-ni., -and Oneonta, N. Y.. before
joining the E. H. Lampkins
chain opening hotels
throughout New York and
New England.
The deceased owned the
hotel in Rumford. Maine, from
1936 to 1955, and the National
Hotel in Murray for two years.
He purchased and operated
the Pans Plaza Motel, and in
1965 purchased the Greystone
Hotel, Paris. converting it into
an office and apartment
building in 1971. He was also
engaged in farming, and was
' the organizer and president of
the 641 Association, formed to
promote and advertise U. S.
Highway 641.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Montez Brockwell
McDaniel Jackson, one
daughter, Mrs. Bill David,
stepdaughter, Mrs. Ancel
McDuffee, all of Paris, Term.,
three sisters, two brothers,
one granddaughter, and three
step granddaughters.,,
The funera being held
today at 2 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn_ with burial in the
Olive Branch Cemetery there.
Robert M. Hargrove
--Word ha.; been -received -of
the death of Robert Marvin
(Bud) Hargrove who died
$unday in Akron, Ohio. He
was 88 years of age.
Mr. Hargrove is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Sara
Hassell, and one son, Robert
M. Hargrove, Jr., both of
Akron, Ohio; four sisters,
Miss Grace Hargrove.
Murray, Mrs. Haru Adams,
Coldwater, Mrs.- -Chirtm
Harris, Nashville, Term., and
Mrs. Zettie Spillman,
Mayfield; one brother, Wilson
Hargrove, Mercer, Term.
Fimeral and burial Services





The funeral for Russell
Patterson, father of Tommy
Patterson of Coldwater, will
Final rites for Harrison
Collins of Hardin Route 1 will
be held Thursday at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. Herward Roberts,
the Rev. A. M. Johnston, and
the Rev. John Stringer of-
ficiating.
Nephews will serve U
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Barnett
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home, where Masonic
Services will be held tonight _
(Wednesday at 7 p.m. by
-Alferd Lodge No.-IFA-
M. where he was a member.
Mr: Collins, 70, died Mon-
day. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jane Kirks Collins.
two sisters, Mrs. Helen Farley
and Mrs. Nettie Nimino, and
three brothers, Harley.
Horace. and Headley Collins.
•
• The funeral for William
Hervie Scott, formerly of New
-Concord, will be held Thur-
-laday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White--.s-
organist. Burial will follow in
the Unity Cemetery in Mar-
shall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home. -
Mr. Scott, 77, died Monday
at 10:10 p.m. at the Western
State Hospital, Hopkinsville.
He was. a member of the Old
Blood River Baptist Church,
-.and was a retired employee of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Born March
1901, in Marshall County, be
was the son of the late Bryan
Scott and Peneie Lee Scott.
Survivors include, his wife,
Mrs. Pauline Nanney Scott,
Bethalto, Ill.; three
daughters, Mrs. Forest
( Ruth ) Smith, Royal Oak,
Mtr:h.. Mrs. J. C. (Ruby)
Collins and Mrs. Don (Mary)
F:ack, Bethalto, Ill.; three
sons, J. W. Scott, Detroit,
Mich., Charles Scott,
Bethalto, ru., and Gene Scott,
Roseville, Mich.: 17 grand-
children; eight great gran-
dchildren.
Megan McDonough, singer
and song_ writer from Chicago,
III., will appear at the Student
Center Auditoniall, Murray
State University, on Thur-
be held at the Nave FuneraL_aday, Nov. 16, at 8 p.m.
_ She will be joined by Rick
Rothstein, singer, David
Torretta, electric and upright
bass, and Connie Fairchild,
pianist, harpist, and singer.
Thom Bishop, singer and
song writer, will give a per-
formance preceding Megan
and her group.
Connie Fairchild, who is the
wife of David Torretta, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Fairchild of Omaha,
Nebraska, and the grand-










*Clean, Patch, Fix or
Nee. One If Necesaary!
APPRECIATION AWARDS — Five guest lecturers in the Drug and Alcohol Seminar courses at Murray State Univer-
sity oser the past seven. years are presented plaques of appreciation for their efforts in drug and alcohol education.
Making the presentations is Dr. Richard Butwell (left), v ifl -president for academic programs, along with Dr. frank
Kodman (right), who designed and teaches the seminars. Recipients are (from left): Willard Ails, Murray phar-
macologist; Res. William Porter, United Campus MinisoN at Murray State; Dale Bernard, director of VoltiTiouse in
Hopkinsville; Don Brock, supervisor of the Murray Mental Health Center; and Dr. R. B. Barton, associate professor of
management at Murray State. Kodman said students from several disciplines who have taken the courses have en-
t ered the field of drug and alcohol counseling and education in an effort to combat the major social problems.
New_Defense Bill Proposes Full Scale
Development Of Twice-Delayed ICBMs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
$2.2 billion supplemental
defense bill the Carter ad-
ministration is sending to
Congress proposes full-scale
development of a twice-
delayed mobile in-
tercontinental ballistic missile
that would be safe from Soviet
surprise attack.
It alsp includes funding for
an additional nuclear-powered
attack submarine and at least
one more destroyer, ac-
cording to administration
sources who asked to remain
anonymous.
In addition to $190 million, to
begin full-scale development
of the mobile missile -system,
the bill is expected to include
about $500 million for
strategic nuclear weapons,
'including the air-launched
cruise missile that has
become a major factor in
Carter administration defense
planning.
The sources said Tuesday
night the additional nuclear-
powered attack submarine
and at least one more
Spruance-class destroyer also
are in the bill.
A Flu Immunization Clinic
will be held on Friday, Nov.




are built at a shipyard in
Pascagoula, Miss., home state
of Sen. John Stennis, the
powerful Democratic
chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee — a fact
that could help the bill's
chances of passage.
Other items in the proposal
are for a variety of con-
ventional arms and equipment
to bolster farces com-
mitted to defending Western
Europe, the sources said.
Pentagon officials have said
previously the administration
probably would ask Congress
in January for a supplemental
money bill for fiscal 1979 to




Harold Brown vainly asked
the outgoing 95th Congress to
substitute funds for $2 billion
originally intended for a
Local parents and other
interested parties are invited
to watch an hour of children's
television. from 9 to 10 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 18,,sponsored
by Action for Children's
Television and the West
Kentucky Association for the
This sill beror persons over -7-Education of Young Children.
65 years ipf Age, and tor per' Participants should media
sons with respirators'







The North Pleasant Grove
- Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have its annual
churchwide Thanksgiving
potluck supper on Thursday,
Nov. 16, at 6 p.m. at the
church.
This supper will be spon-
sored by the women of the
church who will furnish the
rolls and drinks to.. serve with
cliSikes brought by those at-
tendMg.
Nix Crawford will conduct




Hazel Units of the Woodmen
of the World will have their
annual Family Night meeting
on Saturday, Nov. 18, at 6:30
p.m. at the Hazel Community
Center Building.
All food will be furnished by
the Woodmen units, and all
Woodmen and their families
,are invited, a spokesman said.
STAG NIGHT
Because of a conflict, the
regular monthly Stag Night at
the Murray Country Club will
be held tonight, beginning at
6:30 p.m•., instead of the
originally scheduled date,
tootto ow night, Nov. 18.
Tommy Sanders is the
chairman, and the menu in- Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.0,
eludes steak, barbecue and no change. ' kts_i_Tr Oat,.
burgoo. No reservations are BeJow dam 302.8,4w-change. - gronart
ASIIPP04,4-- 4-15AL_ MOM
Room 3 of the Murray State
University Early Childhood
Center, according to DelteVe
Shechtman, local— contact
person for Action for
Children's Television. He
teaches in MSU's department
of child studies.




The Rt. Rev. David B. Reed,
Bishop of the Diocese. of
Kentucky at Louisville, will
make his fall visit to St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, Nov. 19.
The Bishop will celebrate
the Order of Holy Communion
which will be preceded by the
Rite of Confirmation of new
members at 9:45 a.m.
On Saturday, Nov. 18,
members of St. John's will
have a progressive dinner
honoring Bishop Reed:
The first course consisting
of we and cheese will be
served at .6:30'-p.m. at the
home of Mr. And Mrs. Dick
George, 1628 Farmer Avenue.
The main course will be at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mabry, 1518 Kirkwood, and
dessert will be served at the
IA6E DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 35.5.0,
no change,.
Below dam 301.7, up 0.2.











President Carter vetoed the
defense appropriation bill
because of his objection to the
carrier.
Congress upheld the veto in
September. But in passing a
new appropriations bill, it
refused to substitute the items
then proposed by Brown.
Neither the mobile missile
funds nor those for the.
nuclear-powered attack
submarine and Spruance-
class destroyer were among
the items Brown asked for to
replace the . deleted carrier
funds.
If approved, the $2.2 billion
supplemental bill would bring
the fiscal 1979 defense budget
close to the $126 billion in
,budget authority Carter asked
for last January.
The supplemental ap-
propriation would be separate
from Carter's fiscal 1980
Federal Trade Commission is
presently gauging public
reaction to advertisements on
children's television.
However, one of the problems
is that most adults do not
watch children's TV. This
hour will provide local adults
with the opportunity to watch
. an hour "children's
programming with ads and
make their wishes known, to
the FTC.
Those who cannot attend
this viewing Saturday are
urged to watch an hour of
children's TV and invite
others to do so. Letters stating





C. 2080.5 Shechtman em-
phasized that the cut-off date




Federal-State Market News Service
rine.211487 
Patchier Area..Hog Market
Report b- -II Seim MMus
phr- Act. 110 Ma. INS Itatrows
Cats Jo lower SomMUMatower
Uli1411.4181111:4.. ,64414471i few 47.25
US 0Mahltibs.. 848.5048.n
Va4=2:: • ....... M-91:3
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local Merest at
naon. EI)T, today. tarnished to the
Ledger I Times by First of 11111cligan,
Corp.. of Murray, are as folldirs:
Industrial Average +5.72
Air Products WA +4
American Motors 01/4 '484.



















which is still being drawn up.
The Pentagon has proposed a
1980 appropriation of slightly
more than $137 billion, but
White House officials are
pressing to hold the total to
$135 billion or less in the 1980





Thomas F.  Allen, Jr., of
Poplar Bluff, Mo., a music
major at Murray State
University, will present his
senior voice recital the
campus Sunday, Nov. 19.'
Scheduled at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the baritone
voice by Bach Faure, and
Rorem. Beth - Schapiro, a
sophomore from Crystal City,
Mo., will accompany him on
the piano.
Allen is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas F. Allen of
Poplar Bluff.
( Candlilled From Page Ore I
Phillips Road), the Cherry
Comer to Pottertown Road
and*, Craig Road.
DOT official Bryan Stewart
is expected to send both lists
back to Frankfort before final
approval is given. Miller
asked officials,"Why are you
asking us, you always go with
your list anyway?"
-Magistrates also -keened the
county will probably receive
$166,549 next fiscal year under
the state's County Road Aid
Program. The program will
insure maintenance of over
300 miles of county roads.
Magistrates learned they have
about $78,000 in materials and
equipment rental money left
under the 1978-'70 program.
Miller has also called a
meeting of state, city and
county officials to "coordinate
our snow removal effort this
winter." The judge-executive
said,"We.need tp khow which
roads will have priority...and
Wells...
we need to agree on a quar-
terback who would determine
When we need to get our
equipment out ( for snow
removal)."
In other fiscal court matters
Tuesday:
— Magistrates voted to
allocate $200 per month to the




traveling 4,000 to 5,000 miles
per month. He said two cars
patrol seven days per week
— Magistrates voted to
close Larry Hale Road near
Almo and gave Vanderbilt
Chemical, located north of
Murray, permission to open a
netv entrance onto Poor Farm
Road.
— Fiscal court members are
expected to take bids soon on
the old clock works in the
courthouse. Workmen
recently installed a new clock
there.
(Continued From Page One)
visitors will have an op-
portunity to tour the newly-
remodeled building.
Constructed in 1925 at an
overall, initial cost of $274,000
the building was originally
dedicated Nov. 6 of that year




Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett,
Owensboro, a daughter and a
member of the first board of
regents, will be present to
participate in the unveiling of
a portrait of her father and
which will hang in the office of
the university's president, Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, one of
several to be located there.
Two grandsons, Dr. John
Lovett and Wells, both also of
Owensboro, will participate
during the rededication
ceremonies, which will be held
in the second floor lobby
beginning at 10 a.m. and to
which the public is invited
"Wells Hall has a special
place in the hearts of hundreds
of Murray graduates and a
former students," said Curtis,
who will preside during the
ceremonies.
"We welcome them to join
us for this significant event
and to relive at least, for the
moment — some of the happy,
memorable experiences they
shared within the walls of this
fine old campus landmark."
In addition to the president's
office, the remodeled struc-
ture will house the offices of
the vice-president for
academic programs, the dean
of the College of Human
, Development and Learning
a,nd the Departments of
Psychology, Professional
Studies and Instruction and
Learning.
Special displays Saturday
will include a Heritage Room
furnished with mementos of
the past, including Dr. Wells'
desk, enlarged photographs 9f





Dr. Terry Strieter, assistant
professor of history at Murray
State University, has been
invited to deliver a
professional paper at the
American Historical
Association's annual meeting
in San Francisco Dec. 28-30.
His paper entitled "Classes
Populaires Social Mobility:
The French Army Cadres,
1848-1895" will be one of three
to be presented in a session
called -Armies as Social
Institutions."
The American Historical
Association is the oldest,
largest, and generally con-
sidered to be the most
prestigious American
historical body. '
Strieter joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1977 after
completing work on the Ph.D.




family, oral, and Western
civilization.
NO-ALARM FIRE -- This burning house on the corner of North Sisteenth Street and
Highway 121 may have alarmed passing molorisis around noon Monday. However.
there was no cause for worry since the Murray fire.Department was burning ii as a
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Historic Wells Hall, the only building
on the Murray State campus to carry
the name of the founder, Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, will soon be the headquarters for
the offices of President Constantine W.
Curris and his staff.
Those who will have offices in the
renovated hall will include Dr. Dick
Butwell, Dr. Don Hunter, Rich Stin-
chfield, Jim Hall, Don Chamberlain
and three departments in the College of
Human Development and Learning.
Wells Hall will be formally re-
dedicated Nov. 18 at 10 a.m., although
some of the finishing touches in the
renovation process may not be corn-
eieted., The Rainey T. Wells Hall was
listed Aug. 3, 1978, in the National
Register of Historic Places by the U. S.
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
Described as -Wells Hall the
Beautiful," it was given its official
name April 10, 1925. It was completed
and occupied at the beginning of the fall
semester of 1925.
Groundbreaking for the new dor-
mitory took place Oct. 29, 1924. The
architect was G. Tandy Smith, Jr. of
Paducah and the successful bidder for
...the construction was the Jack Cole
Company of Paducah. The contract
price was $227,766. The cost of the
current renovation of the hall has been
announced as $1.7 million.
Members of the board of regents who
authorized the construction of Wells
Hall were: McHenry Rhoads, chair-
man; T. H. Stokes, vice-chairman;
Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett, secretary;
James F. Wilson; and G. Prentice
Thomas. Dr. J. W. Carr was president
when it was authorized and built in 1925,
Dr. Rainey T. Wells became president
on May 1. 1926.
The first dedication of Wells Hall took
place Nov. 6, 1925 with a huge crowd
assembled for the ceremonies.
Speakers for the dedicatory program
were Governor William J. Fields,
Judge Edward C. O'Rear, chairman of
the Normal-School Commission and the
Hon. Rainey T. Wells.
The citizens of Murray were
especially proud of their new Wells
Hall, for they had just recently con-
tributed $117,000 to locate and establish
the "Normal School" -here. The
dedication ceremonies included a
procession, speeches, music by the
band and orchestra, inspection of the
building and a dinner for the governor
and guests in the sparkling new Wells
Hall dining room.
Dr. Carr's diary records that the first
football banquet was held on Dec. 11,
1925 in Wells Hall. Here was organized
the Women's Self-Government
Association in 1926
The December and Christmas season
was always festive in the Hall. Biri-
thdays of Dr. Wells and Dr. Carr were
in the month of December, and they
were frequent guests at parites, teas,
receptions and special social events in
the new dormitory.
It was quite the social thing for the
faculty and guests to have Sunday
dinner at Wells Hall. Rules for student
"dates" were strictly enforced by the
dean of women and her staff, but these
regulations generally were cheerfully
observed.
Dr. Wells' Spirit Made The Difference
Thousands of football fans and
alumni of Murray State expect to find
four big features here Saturday, Nov.
18:
— Wells Hall Re-dedication.
— Western Hilltoppers.
— MSU Thoroughbreds.
— The spirit of ?&SU's founder, Dr.
Rainey T. Wells.
Rainey Thornton Wells was born on
Christmas Day, Dec. 25, 1875, southeast
of Murray in Calloway County, the son
of J. K. P. Wells and Frances Thornton
Wells. He died June 15, 1958 at the age
of 83.
In those four score and three years,
Dr. Wells achieved an educational
impact on West Kentucky that has
never been surpassed or equaled His
achievements were statewide and of
national scope.
Four of his greatest ac-
complishments were:
— Locating and establishing Murray
State.
— Enactment of key revenue bill for
state colleges and universities.
— Successful defense of the favorable
tax status of fraternal benefit insurance
companies.
-- Locating of the State Capitol at its
site in Frankfort.
Vigorous, dynamic and far-seeing,
Dr. Wells became eminent as a teacher,
lawyer, legislator, tax commissioner,
college administrator and general
counsel for the Woodmen of the World.
But he was more than all of these —
he was a deeply religious, Christian
gentleman. Asked what was his
Dr. Rainey T. Wells
philosophy of life, Dr. Wells wrote:
"Every accomplishment should be
unselfish and a benefit to other
dividuals, society and the public." He
said, "Never make a plan for
recreation or -business without
_recognizing God as being given a part."
In chapel at Murray State — and
chapel attendaece was required —
President Wells read from the Bible.
His remarks there were often "ser-
mons." His pep speeches before ball
games were fiery, down-to-earth
exhortations for the faculty and
students. •
His spirit was indomitable and he
expected the best fr one —
Welts 's See Dream Come True
Here at "Edgewood" it all began —
MURRAY STATE ... Normal School ...
Teachtks College ... State College ...
eitild now Murray State University.
Pictured above are Dr. Rainey T. Wells
and his immediate family at their home
now known as "Oakhurst." The
otographwas made in the early 20's
e Dr. Wells was Tax Commissioner
of Kentucky.
Left to right, they are: Mrs. Laurine
Wells Lovett, Mrs. Rainey T. Wells,
• Slum Wells; Dr: Wells and Mrs. fieneve
. Wells Banks. All three children are
living, Laurine, Stum and Geneve.
Dr. Wells as Tax Commissioner from
1920 to 1926, during which time he
founded Murray State (1922-23), located
it,,edjacent to his home, secured its
finances and selected its faculty with
Dr. J. ' W: Carr, first president.. :Dr.
Wells succeeded Dr. Care to the. _ .
it& ftfityl
Dec. 31, 1932, to become General
Counsel for the Woodmen of the World
at Omaha, Neb.
The president's home was built in
1917. Laurie 'Wells, daughter of Dr.
- and Mrs. Wells, was married to Joe T.
Lovett in this home on September 14,
1922. Mrs. Lovett was a member of the
first board of regents of Murray State,
1924-28. Two sons of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T.
Lovett were born in "Edgewood''': Dr.
John D. Lovett and Wells T. Lovett,
both prominent professional men and
leaders in Owensboro.
The only son of Dr. and Mrs. Wells,
attorney Stum Wells, was married to
Juanita Roberts in this home in the
early thirties.
"Edgewond" was also the home of
Mrs. Geneve Wells Banks, daughter of
Dr. and jvIrs. Wells. Mrs. Banks was a
clithitrutehed member of the taçulty
' oblitade atlifttre#
27. She was also a faculty. member
during the summers of 1927 and 1928.
She presently resides in Owensboro.
Five of Murray State's six presidents
have lived in Edgewood-Oakhurst: Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, Dr. James H. Rich-
mond, Dr. Ralph Woodi, Dr. Harry
Sparks and Dr. Constantine Curtis. Dr.
Carr, Murray State's first -president,
lived in his private home on North 16th
Street directly across from Oakhurst.
Today Oakhurst is listed in the
National Register of Historic Buildings
with the U. S. Department of the
Interior, Washington, D. C. It, like
Wellis. Hall, is filled with niemories,
traditions and spirit of Rainey Thornton
Wells.
Here, with his beloved wife, the
former Tennie Daniel, Dr. Wells
dreamed a dream and tade it come
trig-
J.
students, coaches, faculty and town-
speople. In assigning this writer 50
years ago to establish and coach a
debate team, Dr. Wells insisted that
major universities be included on the
debate schedule. So such colleges as
Oxford, Cambridge, University of
Kentucky, University of Tennessee and
dozens of others of similar prominence
have since been scheduled.
President Wells was well dressed,
polite, affable and forthright. In his
formal business attire, with a rose bud
In the lapel and Carrying a gold-handled-
cane, Murray State's founder was
impressive.
' When a lady entered- a room, he
would always rise. On the street, when
meeting a woman acquaintance or
relative, he would remove his hat while
-talking. He was deeply devoted to his
wife and family.
At a fox hunt or a card game, he was
one hundred percent "involved." His
laugh was clear and joyous and his
stories were masterpieces of oratory.
After he came back home from
Omaha, he listed these "favorite"
items:
Favorite hymn: "Battle Hymn of the
Republic.-
Favorite song: "Drink To Me Only
With Thine Eyes."
Favorite 'Biblical passage: 23rd
Psalm. ,
Favorite inspirational quotation:
Edna St. Vincent Millay's
-"Renascence," last verse. ,
Favorite food: country sausage,
gravy and hot biscuit&
Dr. Wells said (in 1952) he liked ike.
for hit integrity, administrative ability
and patriotic Americanism.
Perhaps his most amazing trait was
his ability to inspire students, athletes
and faculty to achieve greatness ... to
follow the stars of "Hope, Endeavor
and Achievement." These three stars
are in Murray State's official Shield
which may be seen over the entrance to
Wells Hall on Re-dedication Day, Nov.
18.
- After the re-dedication will come the
Big Game. It was "big" for for Dr.
Wells — the clash of his Thoroughbreds
with the powerful Hilltoppers of
Western. He-fetieh--eritbur-iters—was--
evidenced the contagious "spirit"_of
Murray State's founder.
After resigning from the presidency,
Dr. Wells. would come home 4Ken-
tucky to see the Murray-WesteenTame.
Oldtimers remember seeing him — hat
in hand, striding up and down the
sidelines, following every play,
shouting "hold 'em" or "let's go,
Thoroughbreds."
His SPIRIT_ often made the dif-




These features on the re-
dedication of Wells Hall were
written and prepared for The
Murray Ledger & Times by L J.
Hortin, professor emeritus of
Murray State University. The in-
formation was secured from private
correspondence with Dr. Rainey T.
Wells and from university files as
well as historical documents and
papers.
Larry Bartlett, campus planner
and architect, provided Hortin with
information of a technical nature
concerning Wells Hall. ,
President C-onstantine Curris is
inviting the general public to attend
the re-dedicatien program, begin-
ning with•Open Houhe, in Wells Hall
at 9 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 18. The
•form program will be hekd at 1(1
with Open Mouse critiquing
-11111:ItIr(304.1h• "212'av"'
•
Room and board in the beautiful
residence hall for women cost the
students only $5 per week in 1926. A
college bulletin said it had "all the
comforts of a great hotel" and it was
"cheaper than living at home."
Larry Bartlett, campus planner and
architect, in describing the ar-
• chitecture of Wells Hall, stated, in part:
"The architectural theme of Wells Hall
is reflected in the renaissance ar-
chitecture of 19th century America.
This character is especially evident in
the U-shaped symmetrical plan and
large formal entrance portico of the
front (west) facade.
"The exterior materials include dark
red brick, white limestone and wood
finished in white paint. Continous bands
of white limestone have been used to
cap the parapet and accentuate the top
and bottom floors."
Bartlett added: "The interior portion
of the U-shaped building plan forms a
large forecourt. The center axis of the
forecourt is strongly dominated by the
colonaded portico."
This portico, according to Bartlett,
----features six 2-story Greek columns
which support the portico roof.
"From the ground level, cascading
(36 feet wide) steps rise to the second
floor to form the entrance terrace. The
double door entrance is framed in a
white limestone pediment and fluted
side columns. Immediately above the
door is the Murray Crest with Shield,
stars and embellishment."
Bartlett explained that one reason for
moving the offices of the president and
staff was to increase the accessibility
with faculty; staff and students:
Officials have indicated that office
quarters in Sparks Hall were becoming
quite crowded.
Renovation, Bartlett said, has been
done for academic use. Central air
conditioning and a sprinkling system
have beeninstalled. A new elevator and
special construction of entrances and
"lifts" will facilitate the use of Wells
Hall by faculty, staff, students and
visitors.
The president's offices will be on the
main (second) floor. The regents will
have a meeting room directly above the
president's offices inasmuch as the
present meeting room has been found to
be too small.
New walks, landscaping and
shrubbery, carpeting and installing
furniture are among the items still in
the -nearing completion" stage.
For several years, the College News
had as its front-page slogan these words
under its name-plate: "The South"s
Most Beautiful Campus." Wells Hall
was an important factor in choosing
this slogan.
To drive from Mayfield to Murray on
gravel roads at night and to suddenly
see the brilliantly lighted Wells Hall
was a thrilling experience 50 years ago.
"It was like seeing, for the first time,
the Tai Mahal," a west Kentuckian
once remarked.
Touritr3ournal.---74%--
When Wells Hall is re-dedicated
Saturday, some of the participants will
recall the first dedication on Nov. 6,
1925, more than half a century ago.
On Nov. 15, 1925, the Louisville
Courier-Journal printed in its "Pic-
torial News Section " a full page ot
"Persons and places at the Dedication
of Wells Hall of the Murray Normal
School."
At the top of the page was a picture of
the "crowd listening to Gov. W. J.
Fields' address at the dedication
ceremonies in front of Wells Hall."
Dr. John W. Carr, who was president
at the time, is pictured at the upper left
(insert, seated at his desk). Opposite
Dr. Carr are four officials of the state
colleges and the University. The
identification, according to the.
newspaper, was as follows: "Rainey T.'
• Wells with representatives of the three
4-- 9tott*Herrnitt- ..Schatris- outside-Of'
ips Murray and of the State University.
Left to right they are: Dr. F. C. Button,
Morehead; Dean P. P. Boyd,
Lexington; Dr. H. H. Cherry, Bowling
Green; Dean Homer E. Cooper, Rich-
mond; and Mr. Wells."
Other photographs on the page were
identified as follows; (Left) "Visitors
were entertained in the reception hall of
the girl's dormitory by the school or-
chestra"; (right) "Home Ec One in
student nomenclature is that section of
the Home Economics Department
where the culinary art is taught."
• (Lower left) "Front View of Wells
Hall"; (Right) ''The Administration
Building" now known as Wrather Hall;
(Lower right) "The Auditorium" now
known as Wilson
All of these buildings, as well as the
president's home, are now listed in the
National Register .of Historic Places.
The rededication or Wells Hall will
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SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS — Two Murray State University freshman marketing
students who are recipients of $300 Berrie L Vinson Memorial Scholarships for 1978-
79 discuss the awards with Dr. William B. Seale, chairman of the Department of
Marketing on the campus. They are: Terri McNeilly (center). daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis McNealy of Mayfield;  and Lynda Banta Bennett, daughter of Mirah Wiggins of






LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The
Hillside' Strangler, who
terrorized this city for mon-
ths, killed 13 women between
September 1977 and last
February. Then nothing. Why
not? Is he dead? Lying low?
Perhaps somewhere else?
• They're loggia genethens,
and the detectives who have
been chasing the strangler for
a year are just as baffled as
anyone.
-You got 20 investigators,
you got 20 theories," said Los
Angeles County Sheriff's
Department investigator
Frank Salerno, who has been
on the case more than a year.
Of the 13 Hillside Strangler












September, two in October,
eight in November and one in
December, all of last year,
and one last February.
It was a year ago this month
that police set up the Hillside
Strangler Task Force to track
down whoever was strangling
young women and leaving
their nude bodies on the city's
hillsides. At its peak last
winter the Task Force had 140
members and o9(cupied a
Large room where phones
were ringing off the hooks
with tips from citizens.
Rewards totaling $125,000
were offered by the city and
the county, but they have
since been withdrawn.
Gradually the phones stopped
ringing, the tips dried up and
the Task Force, reduced to 18








The failure to solve this case
has been a sore point with
police officials for a long tirne.
Last December, Assistant
Police Chief Daryl Gates, who
headed the investigation, said,
."I'm embarrassed every time
I took at myself in the
mirror."
Gates, who has since been
promoted to chief, has insisted
all along that his men would
solve the case. The depart-
ment's top spokesman, Cmdr.
William Booth, says the chief
still feels the case will be
solved. "He does, I do and the
investigators do," Booth said.
According to Booth, the
Task Force is now "shar-
pening its focus, separating
the wheat from the chaff as to
what is a valuable lead and
GILLETTE ATRA CARTRIDGES
NEW ECONOMY SIZE
FOR ADDITIONAL HOLIDAY WARMTH
Portable Heater
The Presto' Hot-Tot" portable heater is only 10
Inches high Small enough to hgld In your hand
But it warms up a room wtth 5000 BTUs of heat,
at the flick of a Switch
Because it fejtures louvered air vents, it concen-
_Iran Jamtoe..edlimist_Atv-tbar
Because it weigits onty 4 pounds 2 ounces, you
can take it wheriaver you need it.
The thermo-cutoft safety switch automatically pre-
vents overheating And the rich, distressed-pecan
finish and black trim make It handsome enough
to come out of the corner.
et, SAVE $1507 $
STOCK NO. 11111,...,. :-
Sire to" nigh. ..13/1e wide NEC. $36.95
120v AC, 1500 watts
(Low 750 watts; High 1500 watts)
Shpg WI 6 !Ds
PRESTO'
[0-BOY PORTABLE HEATER
Instant radiant fan-forced heat ends supplementary heating :needs, Depend-
able:len bathrooms, garages, basements, amusement rooms, attics, nurseries,
cabins, etc. Thermostatic Control maintains desired temperature safely —evenly.
Ouiet fan circulates heat. Sturd
y ip-over switch shuts heater off automatically in case
unit is accidentally tipped over Attractive styling plugs in almost anywhere
6 foot attached cord Positive on-oil switch.
STOCK NO. H30
423/4"J" x 614"
120v AC, 1500 waft.
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.
what is not."
He says that even now, nine
months after the latest killing,
investigators "have a number
cif good leads."
But sheriff's investigator
Salerno tells a different story.
-At this point we have no
tangible leads," he said. The
sheriff has jurisdiction in two
of the murders and works
closely with the police Task
Force.
About a year ago women
here were scared. Many
wouldn't venture out alone,
especially after dark. Self-
defense classes sprang up at
colleges and high schools.
But time has dimmed the









been other things to think
about — heavy rains and
mudslidea, Proposition 13,
mandatory school busing,
• brushfires that burned 200
homes, the San Diego air
collision, the election, a new
series of killings but this time
with victims less worrisome to
the public — derelicts, not
young women.
Around town today, you
won't hear talk of the
strangler. That was yester-
day's problem.
The case isn't solved, but
the killing ended-
As Booth put it: 'The fire,
so to speak, was put out. For
whatever reason, this series of
crimes was stopped."
FABERGE' ORGANIC
WHAT GERM OIL & BONET
Provides risilant fen-fromed heat Instantly for ehiliken's moms, bath-
rooms, rimusement rooms, nurseries, garages. Thermostetie control
maintains desired temperature evenly end safely. Duel &rim-Wirral
designs epieree elder how of heat Quiet tan alleviates heeled air into
ell corners of the room. Instant hest ribbon elements total 1500 wefts
*eh dual control to operate both *foments together. or upper *ismer*
only. ()emeriti guarded by chrome safety grille. Safety 11grover Sallch
shuts heeler off ectornetirelly. Attractive styling plugs in anywhere. 741.
attached cord. Positive on-oft insech.
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Lidclid Ord*
A Me better way lo help you every day.
Handiest griddle ever? Compact, easy to store or,
keep on the countertop ready to use morning
through night Quick and easy breakfast for one or
two. Grilled sandwiches on the double. Steaks,
chops. Hot party snacks. Prestoohard surface In-
side and out for nonstick cooking and no-scour
leanups. Built-in grease tray catches drippings;
.)mpties easily, Presto° Control Masters heat con-
trol for accurate, automatic cooking from warm
to 400 degrees, and for easy submersible clean-
ups In sink or dishwasher.
Crunchy-crust chicken, moist and tender
through and through. Get it at home—hot
and delicious—with the PRESTO* CHICKn-
FRYER"' low pressure fryer.
Regulator maintains ideal low pressure for
quick, crisp frying In oil without greasiness.
Exclusive locking system allows pressure to
build only when cover is closed properly.
Prevents cover from being removed until
pressure Is safely reduced. Gives a visual in-
dication of pressure within the fryer.
Easy-clean surface Inside and out. Big 8-
quart size. Includes unique frying recipes.
Also how to use water instead of oil toquick
pressure-cook meets. vegetables, desserts.
• Easiest way there is to
make ice cream at
home. ".
• Uses ordinary table salt
with ice cubes from the
freezer.
• Snap on storage lid
comes with recipes for
handy use.
GMaste C Chef
3igTop Six-At-Once - -
`Dog N'5un Steamer




• Save time, space,and
_ energy,





• Recipe booklet includeii
• UL Listed
• Six truly steamed hot dogs
- and six buns at once
• Ready in Just minutes
• Taste as great as the ones
' you get at the.circus
Lrge enough for extra fat
franks, bratwurst, or Italian












• Takes fliptlash pictures
up to 20 feet away
• Accepts high-speed
• film such as
----KMACOLOR 400 Film
• Sliding lens cover locks
shutter to prevent
accidental exposure.
Take pictures two ways, nor-
mal and telephoto You pick
the shot you want with the
new KODAK TELE-EKTRA I
Camera Let us demonstrate.
KODAK EKTRALITE 10 Camera Outfit
with built-In Electronic Flash
• The great aim-and-shoot camera
for anywhere • Sliding cover to pro-
tect sharp f/8 lens • Fixed focus from
5 feet to infinity. On-off elec-
tronic flash switch • Complete
with film and batteries.
















Electhc hairsetter with exclusive
conditioning spray station ,
• spray station automatically coats each
roller with more conditoning lotion or
water than 'any other electric hairsetter
• Modern, sleek design
• Three sett rig options: dry, conditioning,
water Mist
• Includes specially formulated conditioner/
setting lotion
Model K-500
• Includes 20 exclusive Kindness natters
that stay warm longer and are tangle-tree
and gentle to the scalp
•Convenient built-in storage compartment-
for clips
• Contemporary, sleek design
• For quick setting, lasting curls SAYRITE
Model C-40 LOW
® REG. $29.49 PRICE
Our store
has gone knits!
Come take a stroll down Knit Street --
our colorful new knit isle in the aisle It S a
wonderful assortment of warm 100%
Creslan • acrylic hats, gloves and mittens
—all the latest shjles and colors—in sizes
to fit the whole family And the family
budget, too
Get high quality, high fashion knit -
accessories right here in the store
BE SURE AND SEE
OUR NEW MATCH-ME SETS
beim
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MATCHING
HEAD WEAR, SCARVES & MITTENS.
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CHUCK STEAK  $1








FAMILY PAK KING COTTON
SLAB SLICED
'
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ot SLICED IN CHOPS QUARTER




La 1 29 PATTIES








GOLDCREST SELF BASTING CLAUSSEN SWEET & SOUR
TURKEYS .. 1.88c PICKLES... 24 02.$11 09
IGA SLICED WHOLE BONELESS
BOLOGNA .LB.$1 39 SIRLOIN-Tin .11 88
MEN
BAKING HENS LB. 19
BREAD SHOP
Mira  3/9"
CINNAMON ROLLS 14 OZ 
BUNNY
69c






LIMIT 4 ASSORTED MIXES •
BLUE BONNET I Le. -
MARGARI









IGA REG. OR MIN.
MARSHMALLOWS
MARTHA WHITE
AIN OR SELF RISING





























































FREEZER -TO- OVEN -TO-TABLE
EkcoEterna Camelot Stoneware is durable and
beautiful enougn tor freezer-to-oven-to-table use












WA Add. $10.00 Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tollgate Products
FRESH
COCONUT





C • • AL 1_1_1_ KALIL AL 1 •_ JI__AL-11—•_ Al--•- a &a8.11. AV Al _ALS -IL-AL
.:
•
; LB. BAG RED DELICIOUS
'APPLES  LI.
iroig BEANS.. LB. 49c IDRAPES  .. LB. 59c
FRESHiTuAn  LB. 39c PillAPEFRUIT 3/49c
CRISCO 3 LB. ,
SHORTENIN
LIMIT 1
With Add. $10.00 Pvrches4






MILL TAT 2179. 
N.R.C. COUPON
IGA WHOLE PEELED 16 OZ.
TOMATOES _3/ $1
D





. GA W.K. OR CREAM GOLDEN $ IGA FRENCH OR CUT
1111EEN BEANS 31CORN 16 02.3/
11j$11 CUT SWEET
POTATOES.. 28 OZ.
•KNAFTIVIC. & NEESE A‘
Or DINNERS 11/4 °Z. 3/89c
DREAM WHIP SPRAY








411( -Ht • - •
2- - -aktfigW., .7A4t;
I
40 OZ.
LYSOL TOILET BOWL dk LYSOL DEODORANT
CLEANER.... 240Z. avc CLEANER . 2801.929





-CLEANER.: • • 17 ez• RELISH -
IGA 901. al HARVEST QUEEN ak






PhILADELPHIA CREAM 'sum  69c
SUPEticOUPONS







%an lime aim ma am um





76F15. • - 628' /
asim NM MN 1111-11111101,
7/461q,Mk :415:4240V.,















/7SP15 . 629' 1
MEI 111111;7 1111.1. - 1111.1r10.
•
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Brian Mason Is Local Area'T
March Of Dimes Poster Child
11:1) Ann ML Palormo
Ferhaps the youngest
volunteer of the Purchase-
Pennyrile March of Dimes
chapter is four-year-old Brian
Mason of Graves County.
Brian, along with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Mearso. At the suggestion of a
are the 1978 March of INmat2-'"Mayfield physician, Brian was
Family for the F'sm--Isken to Vanderbilt Hospital
chase-Pennyrile area. for surgery. A shunt was put in
Four years ago Brian was to counter the effects of the
born with multiple birth excess fluid on his brain.
defects. Johnny and Karen Permanent nerve damage
Mason found out their baby from his waist down makes it
was afflicted with spina uncertain at this time whether
bifida, (open spine), and Brian will ever be able to
hydrodephalus, (excessive leave his wheelchair and walk
Bind on the brain. Karen', a on his own, even with braces,
registered nurse, and Johnny, However, Johnny and Karen
a respiratory therapist, are determined to give their
quickly realized that their son every opportunity to do all
child would need more than he can.
tender loving care. in fact he As poster child, Brian has
requires almost constant care
During Bruin's first year,
his parents were tilled with
uncertainty and fear of not
knowing which way to turn
































































































36 Pronoun 45 Group•crf
37 Metaphor three
38 Outt 46 Dispatched
40 Seraglio 47 Before:Prefix
41 Greek letter 48 Hurried
43 Exclamation 49 Silkworm
4.4 Eye 50 Kernel


















had many fun and exciting
opportunities that many
chikiren never have. He has







L. been right there with him
the entire time. They too are
very active in their work with
the March of Dimes.
Ann Palormo, Executive
Director of the Purchase-
Pemyrile March of Dimes,
said the Masons are an
"example of how respon-
sibilities and problems come
to rest on the parents of a child
with birth defects." She added
that Brian's birth defects are
an example of what the March
of Dimes programs and
services are trying to over 
come.
The statements that over
250,000 children in the United
States and 2,000 children in
Kentucky are born each year
with birth defects are not just
facts and figures to the
Masons. They are a reality. In
working with -the March of
Dimes, the Masons hope it is a
reality less frequently
duplicated in the future.
11$111•••
Ulf 1978 MARCH of Dimes Poster family for the Purchase-Pennyrile area is Mr. and
Mrs. johnnyNlason and Brian, Route i, Mayfield.
Rescuers Dig For Remaining
Two Men After Finding.One
'JOPLIN, Mo. ( AP) -
Rescuers, spurred by the
-miracle" of finding a young
worker alive in the tons of
steel and rubble thought to be
his grave, dug feverishly inn
steady rain today for two
other men missing since a
hotel collapsed on the trio four
days ago.
Heavy earth-moving
equipment roared through the
night and crews of volunteers
worked under floodlights.
Police chief Larry Tennis
said the rain, which had fallen
periodically since Sunday and
was expected to continue
through today, could cause
some flooding in the hotel
basement. But he said the
cavity where 30-year-old
Alfred "Butch" Summers was
found was dry.
"Get me the hell out of
here!" Summers cried out
Celebral Palsied Child Ends
6.2-Mile Florida Marathon
By EDWIN POPE
The Miami Herald  
- KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP)
- Timmy limped in and an-
.- flounced to his mother:
"They're having a mini-
marathon, six and two-tenths
miles. I'm going to enter."
Martha Brattain blanched.
God had played it down the
middle with her Timmy.
Eleven years ago he was born
with a 50,000-watt glow in his
heart- and cerebral palsy.
"Timmy, you can barely
run around the block," she
said gently. "How can,. you
expect to race more than six
miles?"
Timmy grinned and said he
didn't know but he was going
to try.
She thought he would forget
the Key Biscayne. mini-
marathon. Then, one Sunday
last Month, he shouted:
hurry! The race starts
in a few minutes."
They barely made it. Seven
hundred runners were at the
starting line on Key Biscayne.
Timmy took a look at the mob
and said, "I better get to the
end of the line or they might
run over me."
Mrs. Brattain watched the
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runners start then went back
to their home a few blocks
away. She was sure Timmy
would stop the first time by
the house.
So were others who had seen.
him drag his unsynchronized




"I waited in the house," she
said, "but he didn't come back
Mrs. Brattain bicycled
across the island asking if
anyone had seen Timmy. They
had. "He's still going," they
said.
Because of the race, police
had shut off traffic into Cape
Florkda,.the state park at the
tip of Key Biscayne. Timmy
entered Cape Florida more
than an hour behind the other
runners, who had already
threaded their way through
and out of the park. Officers
saw him and held up
motorists. No car would go
inside until Timmy came out.
They waited. And waited.
Timmy emerPtd, gasping and
flushed, •nearly two hours
behind the pack. His mother
wanted to ride the rest of the
way behind him on her bike.
But Timmy sent a message:
"Tell Mom to stay way behind
me."
Out of the park and down the
finishing stretch came
Timmy. He was half-running,
half-hopping, all on his better
left leg.
An old man on a lawn hailed
Mrs. Brattain: "Was that your
kid that just went by?"
• She nodded.
This beats anythir!g ... I ...
ever ... saw," the old man
said. The moisture on his
cheeks was not sweat. •
•"sr Jerome White won t6r--
minimarathon in 32 minutes 23
seconds. Tiffuny crossed the
line in two hours six minutes.
His mother tried to be
casual. "Are you all right?"
she asked. "
Timmy grinned. He said he
was "a little tired, that's all."
Teenagers Work At
Home ,An Average
Two Hours A Day
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
average time teenagers work
around the home is about two
hours a day, says .the
American Council of Life
Insurance_
The council said a recent
study showed that in homes
where the mother was not
employed, the average
household work done by
teenagers ranged from one
hour, 12 minutes a day in one-
child families to three hours,
24 minutes in families with
seven to nine children.
"The accumulated con-
tribution of teenagers added
. up to a sizable amount of
household work time, whether,
or not .their mothers were
employed," the council said.
Tuesday when rescuers broke
through to him. He had sur-
vived in a space about two feet
high and 30 feet in diameter.
and said be had crawled
around in the'-'blackness for
hours, searching for a way
out.
Summers had no idea what
day it was and was unaware
that the entire nine stories of
the 70-year-old landmark
Connor Hotel had collapsed on
top of him Saturday morning.
"It's been a long Saturday,"
Summers said when told he
had been beneath the





MISSION, Kan. - Los
Angeles Times publisher Otis
Chandler, a world-class shot
putter while at Stanford, was
named the winner today of the
ItTB Theodore_ _Roosevelt
--- )Eword - the highest honor
pulsated by the National
Collegiate Athletic
Msociation.
" Chandler is the 13th Man to
receive the award, which is
presented annually to a
prominent American "for
whom competitive athletics in
college and attention to
physical well-being thereafter
have been important factors
in a distinguished career of
national significance and
achievement."
The award is named after
President Theodore
Roosevelt, who was respon-
sible for implementing the
organization of the NCAA.
Chandler won four track and
field letters while at Stanford.
He- was captain of the 1950
team and once tossed the shot
57-feet, 4 inches, the third best
"If you've never witnessed a
miracle," said Tennis, "you
have tonight."
No sooner had an am-
bulance taken SurnmersAct St.
John's Medical Center than
the German shepherd which
had picked up Summers' scent
and started digging at the
right spot was set to work
But the combination of rain
and temperatures in the low
30s forced the dog's handlers
to seek shelter.
Tennis said Summers had
been able to give rescue
workers information that
changed their search
procedure. The search area
was isolated to where Sum-
mers thinks his coworkers
were, and rescuers were
digging in from the side to
diminish the chance of
another cave-in, Tennis said.
Searchers would also use
special sonndwave equip-
ment.
One of the missing men,
Frederick C. Coe III, ra, of
Topeka, Kan., had been
cutting steel beams near
Summers when the hotel
collapsed, one day before, it
was scheduled for demolition
to make way for a new library,
Tennis said.
The other worker, Thomas
Edward Oakes, 45, of Jenks,
Okla., was believed to have
been on the hotel's ground
floor.
Summers told rescue
workers he had only one or
two seconds warning of the
collapse. Summers said he
turned, took one or two steps
and was buried by debris,
according to Tennis.
Two falling steel beams
crossed, holding up a slab of
concrete and forming a
pocket, said Assistant Fire
Chief Marry Guinn. When
Summers could find no escape
and heard earth-moving
equipment rumbling above
him, he found a spot where he
thought he would be the most
protected.
Then, about 2:25 p.m.
Tuesday, a slab of concrete
that had been the hotel's first
floor was lifted, and Summers
shouted.
A garden hose was passed
down through a small hole to
provide water for the trapped
man. • A short time later,
telephone workers ran a phone
down to him and a Joplin
doctor was able to talk to him.
After five more hours of
painstaking digging, Sum-
mers was pulled out arms first
- through an 18-inch hole and
placed on a stretcher. A crowd
of more than 200 onlookers
cheered as one of the rescuers
turned and waved his arms in
triumph.
SlImmorli was listed in.
satisfactory condition
Tuesday night. .A hospital
spokesman, Jim Randall, said
X-rays showed he had a
broken pelvis and three
broken ribs on .his left side. He
was also dehydrated. Sum-
.mers' wife, Patricia, and his
mother planned. to spend the










sky. Call 733-1812 or
n9-4909.
FOUND
Smell 3 or 4 month old
puppy. Found near East
Elementary School. Call


















needs a Stiir Wars costume.
All parts needed. Call 753-
1314. 
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128. 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600. 








SOON: One of America's
premiere humorist, story-
teller, poet, composer of
voice and -piano. Bible
scholar, teacher and
pulpiteer. Dr Roger Car
stensen
3. CARD OF THANKS
WORDS CAN SAY SO little
when someone's done so
much. But we would like to
express a warm thank-s- for
the special prayers, words of
comfort, flowers, telegrams,
cards and food during the
death of our loved one. A
special thanks to Or. Donald
Hughes, nurses of the
Murray Calloway Hospital
and to Rev. Timberlake. May
God's blessings shine upon
you.
The Skinner F arniiey_ 
6. HELP WANTED 
BARTENDER OR. COOK
wanted at 6.41 Club. Apply in
person only. 
COOK AND WAITRESS




Restaurant on S. 12th. St.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.  _,
JANITOR WANTED. Hours,.
8 to 5, Mon. Fri. Apply in,a
person at Roses.  •.!
MAID, PART TIME. Merit.r
bonus plan. Apply in -persan.:,
at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.
No phone calls. 
PART TIME OR Full time to,
clean-up cars. Call Troy
Garland, 753-6970. 
mark in the world at that time.
The 50-year-old Chandler
joined the Times-Mirror




appointed assistant to the
president in 1957. After ser-
ving from 1959-60, he was
named publisher of the cac,:-
poration. Six, years later, tilt
was was named to thy
Executive Commitee for NI
TimesMirror board.
Chandler, who has receive4
numerous academic `ionodi
and has served on
national and local co n1
mittees, was senior vi
president from 1966-68 an •
was named vice-chairman o
the board of directors in 1968;1 --
His Times title changed Uri
publisher and chief executivtro_4
officer in 1977.
Chandler is active in classicP
and sports car driving and 1*. -
placed_ sixth in the six-hour:::




salesman, local retail store.
benefits, commission, in-
surance, paid holidays,
vacation. Call 753-8391 for
appointment. 
TEXAS REFINERY CORP.
offers -plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual In
Murray area. Regardless of
experiencce, write J. A.
Byers, Texas Refinery Corp.,
Box 711, Fort Worth, Texas
76101. 
USED CAR RECON-
DITIONING and detail man,
to work attirogrressive Ford
dealership in III. Top salary
and benefits, For the right

















hours daily from 5
p.m. till 9 p.m. and




phone to P.O. Box 32
J, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The City of Murray will offer for sale two used
1977 Plymouth Volare, four door Sedan Police
Cars with power steering brakes, air-
conditioned, 360 Cubic Inch V-8 Engine. All bids
will be sealed and turned in to the City Clerk's
(Office no later than 4:00 p.m. November 17, 1978,
1978.
The Cita, of Murray reserves the right to refuse
and al) bids.
The City of Murray will accept bids on two 1978
Automobiles with the following specifications:
I. Miles not to exceed 15,000.
2, Minimum wheel base 118 inches.
3. Mottllze (minimum cubic inches 300)
4 A four door Sedan, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioned, leather upholstery,
A.M. Radio, tires with 2/3 tread or better.
Cars will be cleaned up and ready for
operation at time of delivery. All bids will be
sealed and turned in to the City Clerk's Office no
later than 4:00 p.m. Friday 17, 1978. The City of
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I ME. Merit •
ly in person .























































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. HELP WANTED
WANTED SOMEONE TO
Mow and rake lawn and to





simanna -04irt time work





We era now writing inserenco
on mobile homes, with 3 Ef-
fects! companies.. 4 or best
rate$ contract Wilson ln







14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 932-527-
1362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1,000 ANTIQUE USED
Bricks. Large quantity of
broken bricks free with
purchase. Call 753-3690, Allen
Rose, 1603 Keeneland. 
COMBINATION SAFE,
yellow dining room suite,
coffee table, antique wash
stand and-clock. Baby high
chair and stroller. Call 753-
6156 after 5 pm.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE n. MUSICAL
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
815. per rick for short wood,
$17.50 for long wood. Call 753-
5612.
turkeyFO UR h R FIVEYOUNGs_ifIsagen ni.‘Lc.,i_
759 /1895 Vter 4 pm ask for
Frank
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK
Slnger sewing machine and
cibin•f, dishwasher,
refrigerator and 10-speed




Pertone, $75. Call 759-1420.
LIKE NEW BOYS Tough
Skin Jeans, size 10 huskie.
Also boys size 10 jacket. Call
753.7907 after 5 pm. 
LIKE NEW BEAUTY SHOP
equipment for sale. Call 753
0061. '
2 NEW 26 inch standard
Western Auto Flyer bicycles.
One boys, one girls. $50 each
Call 436.2372.
TWO ANTIQUE TRUNKS
and one portable dish washer
in excellent condition_ Call
753.3280 before 5 pm or 436
2430 after 6 pm.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
BLACK VINYL ROCKING
recliner, 20 _ new (ISO
aquariums with heater, filter




condition. Call 492-8420 after
5:30 pm. 
NICE TWIN BEDS witp box








2 Color TV Consoles





washing rnacnine. Calf- 753-
5618.










Service in Paducah call 1
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP.
101/2 FT. TUFLINE dirs.
Used very little, $1150.
Contact Howard Brandon,
753.4$9 or 753-5960. -
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,
5' txishhog. Call 753-5618.
Folks, just another, friendly remin-
der:
Once again its time to shop for
Christmas. We have discount
variety and even drug stores who
handle stereos once 'a year for a
sideline. When you buy mer-
chandise from these places
Who Will Service
It For You?
If you will shop local owned stores
for the same merchandise, you
will find you can buy as cheap as





































guitar and case, $350. Call
354-$445.
NEED /rN EXPERIENCED
rhythm _ zing _ atasag -
-iitiTayer to form a band. Call
753-6117 or 382 2547.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF Choice
grairt fed aged beef. Front
quarter $.79 cents a pound,
whole or side e.89 centS a
pound. Hind quarter $.99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
cepted. We also do custom
sladghtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642.8201. One
mile north of Paris on old - '
27. MOB. HOME SALES
GET RICH FROM IN.Murray road.
3 BR, 1 1/2 BATH, furnished, 't
F LAT ION . Once in a lifetime
central heal and air, sharp. 
investment opportuht y
2 Efa MOBILE HOME, meter WEEK AT THE HOTEL DE 
FRONTENA(whrioteyre inflation rt  . shoi sppy pint.; centerfr isc 
faoyrastaalbelwe ithanodwenxecreflilneannt c taxing Call 7531725 or 759-4976.  
°WOULD YOU BELIEVE 1 SPENT A
43. REAL ESTATE
tors united Feature Syndicate inc ,/--/
' Pale, underpinrUng and FOR WHAT YOU'RE PAYING HEREblocks included. Less than
$3500. Call 437-4742 or 762
3805 after 4 pm.
1972, 2 BR, gas, completely
furnished, harvest gold
_appliances, new carpet;
drapes, large bath, un
derpenning, $4700. Call 753-
,1074 or 753-1877.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
BR mobile home, located SE
on Murray. Includes 90 X 230
ft. lot, central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
seen to be appreciated,
$14,900. Coll 753:8716. Shown
by appointment only.
W74 12 X 60,2 BR, trailer. All
electric, furnished, un-
derpertned, central air,
metal storage building, good
Condition. Call 753-5502 after
4 pm. 
12 X 60 BROADLINE, 2
bedroom, all electric, mobile
home. Good condition, new
carpet, patially furnished,
, including washer and dryer.
753-3143 after 4 pm.
1975 12 X 60 Mobile home, all
electric box, pole and 2 air
conditioners. - Phone:1-527-
3694.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
3 BR, 2 BATH, partially
furn-ished, central heat and
air, located 12 miles on 94
east. Call 753.7150 days.
MOBILE HOMES an'
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753- -
328O
TWO BEDROOM Expando
mobile home for rent or sale.
cart_pe rented With option to
purse. Central heat and.
Air, unfurnished. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753-
,1342.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED: Rental house,
unfurnished, 3 or 4 BR. Call
1-803-224.3339 after Nov. 15th.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
SMALL FURNISHED




nished, $85 per month, water
included. Available Nov. 15,
753.7547.
TWO - ONE BEDROOM
federal housing apartments.
Located at Murray Manor,
Duiguid Road, or call 753-
8668. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
WANTED ROOM MATE to
share reasonable rent and
expences in comfortable 3
BR house in Mayfield. Call
Rick, 1-247-0489 after 5 pm.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BR HOUSE ' for rent.
Furnished or unfurnished.
Must have references. Call
435-4592 after 5 pm.
NEW 3 BR House. Family
room, fireplace, central air
and heat pump, 641 S., $250
per momth. Call .192-8634 or
492-8452.
34. RENT OR LEASE
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call










$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft. up. 753-7400. 
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
GOOD LAST SPRING hay,
$1.65 a bale. Contact Howard
Brandon, 753-4389 or 753.5960.
8 YEAR OLD GELDING. 14
hands tall, yery gentle. Call






beauty with brains. Call 1
442 1973.
A K C REGISTERED
Labrador, male. Good blood





rates and 14 hour super




Persian, 7 months old, fluffy
and healthy. Call 901.642.67*
days, er 7412-5645 night*.
FULL BLOODED Dober-
man, female, $.50. Call 753.
$451.
FULL BLOODED Doberman
Pinscher, one year old, very
gentle, has papers, $IM Call
753:4t19. 
SUCISBURY PARK. We
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call,
CKlwSzcidiw. 




MALE WIRE HAIRED Fox
terrior puppy for sale. Call
753.3981
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS.
21,2 years old. Call 753-5618.
el-PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, Friday
Nov. 17 from 8:30 to 4.30,
Saturday Nov. 18 from 8:30 to
3 pm. 1506 Chaucer Dr.
Canterbury Estates.
43. REAL ESTATE
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned-
B 3 for the future. Ideal for









DRIVE BY and see this new
lake front home on
Lakeshore Drive in Keniana
subdivision. 2000 sq ft of
living area, brick, central
heat and air, three bedroom,
-two -bath. DONALD R
















ROUGH... Finish your home
then you will have 4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, setting
on 2 acres mt. Just 8 minutes
from Murray and 8 minutes
from lake. Posession on
delivery of deed-priced in
teens.- Investigate today by
calling LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492. 
Over 3,000 sq. ft. iivine area,
large lot on N. llitts es-tended.
Nes fell basement, central
gas heed, central air, 3 baths,
recreation room, 2 fireplaces.






I 733-3263 12th Street
DOLLAR DIZZY? Love a
bargain? Who says you can't
get a home at a bargain, too
This is one of those. .Neat 2
bedroom with storm doors
and windows, carpeted,
drapes. ..2 acres for that
garden next spring...Priced
just right! LORETTA JOBS
'REALTORS, 753:1492.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75111051
For that summer
retreat or that per-
manent home we have
a lot at Panorama
Shores, 100 x 206 I itt)







With 'The Fnendh Touch'
IT'S IN TO BE OUT..
. Approx. 28 acres of
excellent tendable
'land with approx. 11-.!
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
shelter. For details call or
contact Netson Shroat co
THE NELSON SHROAT CO
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center. 759-1707. 
LAND FOR SALE 15 acres,
_..2½ miles from city limits on
hwy 280. Land is presently in
ponds and ,includes a deep
commercial well. Has
frontage on 280. Call Fred
Gardner, 753-5693.
INFLATION FIGHTER.
Whip inflation now with this
spacious 3 BR, 2 bath home
With living *room, den, kit-
chen and dining room. Lots
of special features for year-
round enjoyment inctuding
fireplace for that cold winter
ahead. Large , wooden
backyard deck for those
summer 'Cookouts! - You can
enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for
through a separate apart.
ment with vaulted beamed
ceilings and a fireplace. The
apartment currently rents










toes by the fireplace in
this 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile home with a 24'
by 24' built on den.
Ideal location in quiet
secluded subdivision,
close to lake,
Weekends A Evenings Cell
Keruion 436 5h/6
Bud Nall 753.4868
Mary Beth Smith 753 3383
Hazel &ender, 753 1513
One Tucker 753 1930
-
LAKE HOME. You won't
have tb waste precious time
and money on upkeep with
this quality built, year-round
lake home. Some of the
features include main.
tenance free exterior, cen-
tral heat and air, three
bedrooms, two baths and
ianty of room for en
teTtaining or just plain
relaxing and enibying life.
Change your life style for the
better and let us tell you
about this fine home. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 anytime. We make,
buying and Selling Real













17 acres of beautifully
wooded land near Ken-
tucky Like. Less than
$900 per acre.
Weekends & Evenings Call-
Joe Kenna', 436 5676
Bud Noll 753.4868
Mary Beth Smith 753 3383






QUIET ACRES! A place to
relax and eniby the good
life...3 bedroom ranch with
living room, family room,
kitchen-den , con-
bination...Situated on 2 acres
in East school district. Blue
skies and clean air are a few
of ,the bonuses you get in this

















scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 2
Bdrm.,•2 bath home on




Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
 4111111M -












RIDGE SUB. - This
Cozy Cottage on large
aoded lot, not far








Fury, 4-door, air and power,
2 new tires, $795. Call 48,-
2595.
1972 II9RNET Station
wagon, 6 Cyl., rnantjAI,_ elf,
57,000 'Mlles, $1000. -Moving
sale Call Eric, 759-1064.
1968 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder,
good condition, $ track tape,
5550. Call 753-0321 after 3-30
Pm.
.1973 PONTIAC GRAND
- PRIX, extra clean, all new
tires, low mileage, silver
grey and black. Call 436.2427.
RESTORABLE HOUSE
AND 30 ACRES. Property
with lots of potential. House,
garage and 30 acres - all for
$21,500! That's right, better
call right now. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We are
members of multiple listing
service.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Cropple
Hollpw. Yours for only
S10,M0 DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 11
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 7532810.
1967 VALVO. Good conditon,
new tires, $450 CalV53-9371
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet




Leeks 8 Whoa breed ma,
Ws wiles, Weed WE ul-
tras, twattert tspreaw, stal







-Nice two bedroom brick
veneer, newly decorated, full
basement and complete
upstairs, with two baths.
Could have basement
apartment and rental rooms
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
desireable location, within
walking distance Of the
University. Price, upper 30's.
Call 753-5000. 
QUALITY BUILT COM-
FORTABLE home, 2600 sq.--
ft. Central gas heat and
electric air. Thermopane -
windows, storm windows,
carpeting, AM-FM in-
tercome, 3 BR, 2 large




ovens, burCh cabinets, bar,
dining area, laundry room,
red-wood work shop and
crack tile patio. 2 car garage,
nice neighborhood, $56,000.
Call 753-6017 for an ap-
pointment.
REDUCED ANOTHER
$1000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies




$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155.
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
4928102.
1974 YAMAHA 650, $350. Call
759133.4
49. USED CARS
1974 BUICK LaSabre, new
radial tires, one owner Car,
55,000 actual miles. Show.
room condition inside and
outside, $2000. Call 436-5680.
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 4-
door, low mileage, locally





radii tires, a real good car,
11350. Call 1-35.4.6217.
1970 CORVETTE, $3800. Call
753.3640 after 5 pro.
1973 CHEVELLE S.S., swivel
bucket _seats, AM-FM, 8-
track, wheels, new tires,
excellent condition. 1973










1966 CADILLAC, $200. Call
753 8451. 
1972' CAME.A0, good con-
dition. Call 753.5710
1975 CONTINENTAL, 4-door,
locally owned, extra clean.
Call 436.2427.
1972 CHEVROLET Impalia,
2 door, hard top, automatic.
air, power steering. Call 753-




goOd condition, 77,000 miles,
S850. Call 767-6102 after 5:30.
1969 FORD LTD, A door hard
top, 390 V-8, power and air.
Call 753 5582
1967 FORD FALCON Sport
Coupe, 289, V 8, 4 speed. See
it at1508 chestnut or call .1 irh"
at 753.7356. 
1976 FORD, GRAND
TOR I NO. Power brakes,
steering and cruise control.
$2650. Call 753 9908.
Murray
Datsun Inc.
604 South 121h Street
"Pbses154121763.311.4
morroy4tonoschy 42071
1972 VEGA wagon, 350 V-8
automatic, $.650. Call 354-
844$-
1974 V.W. BETTLE, good





_brakes, air and mag wheels,
$2150. Call 436-2573.
1969 FORD VAN. 3 speed
with Craigars. Runs good
Call 753-3742.
1975 FORD pickup, small V-
8, automatic, good condition.
$2450. Call 489.2595
1974 MODEL TANDEN
dump truck. Call 753-5618.
1972 VW VAN, has a real
good engine with only 19,000
miles, $1,000. Also a 1974
Pinto Squire station wagon
2300 C.C. automatic. Has
factory AM-FM and tape,
$850. Phone 1-354-6217.
51. CAMPERS
t977 JAYCO Fully self
contained travel trailer. 20 ft.
10 in. many extras. Call 492-
8745.- •
1979 MOD LS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic an-
tifreeze $3.99 • per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753-0605.
1972 TROTWOOD, 26 ft.
travel trailer, • nice, $3200.
Call 753-1816 after 3 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
Mercury motor. Call 753.
5618. •
1978 1700 PRO CRAFT, 175
Mercury motor Phoenix
Tandom trailer. All extras
with it, call 753-7687.
33. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895., 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
4878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. •
8 & J HYDRAULICS. Ser•
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at





snd efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-7774. 
DO YOU need Stumps
removed frOM -YoUr Yard Of
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4.34-
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and




PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Pree estimantes.
Call 759-1405.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ALL YOUR Small
concrete, carpentry, pain-
ting-and plumbing jobs, call




installed per your _
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G












fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect. ,
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




Call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LEE'S - CARPET .
CLEANING. vibra-btickt
steam dry • cleaning.
references. Reasonablit
rates, tree estimates. Call
753-5827.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170 or
John Boyer at 753-8536.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486




and mobite homes. 15 years
experiehce. 4354173. •
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-In
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall ;
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
'Call (502),924-5541. 
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753-7370.
WELDING SERVICE. New'
business just starting, on •
hwy 893, 2 Miles northwest of
Lynn Grove. Working-after 4
pm and on Saturdays. Small
repairs and custom jobs,
reasonable rates. Call Hugh
Deering at 435-443.4 titter 4
Pm. 
Sh. FREE COLUMN










NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 tit 5:00
PRICI MIAR CUT $1.50 • PRICE SHAW $1.75'






Floored and reedy, Up to 12 s 74. Also barn style offices, cottegos,
'le home efl-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy
e assemble up to 14 • 60 Bey the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDIN
BARKLEY LAKE.
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with niceguest apartment above. -
Owner has other interest. Price
$1
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro,lcy. 42.361
PHONE
. b02-685-4961.:,;--
 \ell\ "MP 
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'Enriched Flavor: tobacco proved satisfying
even to high tar smokers in latest research.
What do smokers of high tar cigarettes—the
toughest taste critics of low tar -smoking—have to•
say about low tar MERIT?
Read what they thought in a new, nationwide
research effort:
Confirmed Majority of high tar smokers rate
MERIT taste equal to—or better than—leading
high tar cigarettes tested! Cigarettes havink up
:to_twice the tar.
Confirmed: Majority of high tar smokers
confirm taste satisfaction of low far
MERIT.
And current MERIT smokers
reported:
Confirmed: 85% of MERIT smokers say
it was an "easy switch" from high tar bran s.
Confirmed: Overwhelming majority of MERIT
smokers say their former high  tar brands  -
weredi missed!
Confirmed: 9 out of 10 MERIT. smokers not
Kings: 8 mg tar: 0.6 mg nicotine-
100's:11 mg— tar': 0.7 mg nicotine ay. per cigar' ette, fTG Repon May '78
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health...:.:
considering other brands. -
This ability to satisfyover long periods of time
could be the most important evidence to
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